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Riassunto
Questo lavoro di tesi si sviluppa intorno all’ideazione, sviluppo e ottimizzazione di
un’architettura complessa, altresì nota come free form. Il progetto consiste in una cop-
ertura in acciaio e vetro sulla corte interna del Palazzo della Carovana, con l’intento di
rendere lo spazio fruibile in ogni momento della giornata. La forma è stata concepita
in modo che ben si integrasse con l’architettura del Palazzo e con lo spirito che questo
incarna, con un occhio sempre all’energetica e alla fabbricabilità, vero punto debole di
questo tipo di architetture. La struttura è stata interamente modellata su Grasshopper,
un plug-in di Rhino3D che permette di generare delle geometrie in maniera paramet-
rica. Questo ambiente di programmazione ha permesso anche l’interfacciamento di
add-ons, sia proprietari che creati ad hoc dall’autore. Con questi strumenti, l’autore
è riuscito a creare degli algoritmi di ottimizzazione strutturale e geometrica. Con la
prima si intede il processo al cui termine si riesce ad avere la maggiore performance
strutturale a parità di peso: nel caso in questione sono stati utilizzati algoritmi genetici
e processi iterativi. L’ottimizzazione geometrica è consistita nella ricerca della fabbri-
cabilità dell’opera, nella riduzione della curvatura media dei pannelli di vetro e nella
successiva pannelizzazione della superficie. Infine, grazie al codice creato, è stato pos-
sible esportare facilmente tutti i dati ed eseguire tutte le analisi sfruttando i software
più indicati per ogni esigenza.
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Abstract
This thesis is built around the conception, development and optimization of complex
architecture, also known as free form. The project consists in a steel and glass roof over
the inner courtyard of the Palazzo della Carovana, with the aim to make the living space
accessible at every moment of day life. The shape was conceived such that it would suit
well the architecture of the Palazzo della Carovana and the spirit it emobdies, with a
special regard to energetics and fabrication, true weakness of architectures of this kind.
The structure was modelled entirely on Grasshopper, a Rhino3D plug-in which allows
to parametrically design objects. This programming environment allowed to interface
add-ons, both proprietary and made on purpose by the author. With those tools, the
author was able to develop algorithms for structural and geometric optimization. The
former consisted in the process at the end of which the best structural performance
is found, at constant weight: in the case studym genetic algorithms and iterative
processes were used. Geometric optimization consisted in seeking the fabricability of
the architecture, in the reduction of overall panel curvatures and eventually in the
panelization of the surface. Finally, thanks to the code so created, it was possible to
easily export all data and run required analysis exploiting the software more suited for
each needing.
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Résumé
Ce projet de fin d’études se déroule autour de l’idéation, le développement et l’optimisation
d’une architecture complexe, également connu comme free form. Le projet est une cou-
verture en acier et verre pour la cour intérieure du Palazzo della Carovana, ayant le but
de rendre utilisable l’espace à chaque moment de la journée. La forme a été conçue au
but de bien s’adapter avec l’architecture du Palazzo della Carovana et l’esprit que cela
incarne, en tenant en compte la question énergétique et la fabricabilité, vrai point faible
de ce type d’architectures. La structure a été entièrement modélisée sur Grasshopper,
un plug-in de Rhino3D qui permit la génération des géométries en façon paramétrique.
Cette ambiance de programmation a permis d’utiliser des add-ons, autant propriétaires
que créés ad hoc par l’auteur. En utilisant ces outils, l’auteur a créé des algorithmes
d’optimisation structurale et géométrique. Le premier concerne le processus au bout
duquel on obtient la meilleure performance structural au même poids : dans le cas
en question ont été utilisés des algorithmes génétiques et des processus itératives.
L’optimisation géométrique s’est déroulée autour de la recherche de fabricabilité de
l’ouvrage, de la réduction de la courbure moyenne des plaques en verre et en suite de la
fabrication des panneaux. En fin, grâce au code créé, c’était possible d’exporter facile-
ment tous les données et faire les analyses en profitant des logiciels les plus indiqués
pour chaque exigence.
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Introduction
Scope of the work Modern architecture brought innovative ways to approach the
field. New materials, integrated workflows, complex structures, energetics, structural
optimization and new shapes, specifically free forms. In such landscape in constant
evolution, computational and design tools must keep up the pace, as long with de-
signer’s in-depth knowledge. In this thesis, a free form roof is designed from scratches.
In order to do so, several problems arised.
The first problem of course, is to draw such a complex surface and the relative
structure. Commonly used tools, such as AutoCAD or Revit, are not suited enough.
Furthermore, it is well known that projects change hundreds of times during their
conception and even their realization: updating it with CAD and subsequentely with
all the softwares involved (for structural analysis, energetics, fabrication, costs, etc...)
it is unfeasible.
Those architectures are highly expensive, thus every effort should be conducted to
reduce costs. This practice is commonly refered to as optimization, since the aim is
optimizing the use of material or the fabrication (both related to costs) to have best
results with least expenses. Certain assemblies are expensive beyond imagination or
not even possible to realize. In this case, the geometry itself must be modeled to make
feasible the unfeasible.
For what concerns fabricability, the project presents a lot of different nodes, this
again should catch the engineer’s attention and make him struggle to find a way to
fabricate them in series to drive costs down.
For what concerns the project as a whole, the interoperability between softwares is
crucial. As aforementioned, in the workflow of free form architectures a lot of softwares
find the way in. Models must pass seamlessly from one software to one other, without
loss of information and within short time. Extremizing the concept, the best would
be found if the entire project, with all the information it carries, could flow from one
step to the next without any external input required. The only way do so, is to have
the whole thing written in a parametric fashion, so that when an input is changed, the
whole projects with its various outputs updates.
State of art This field in architecture is relatively new and it embraces several other
disciplines, more mature but not yet integrated with it. Computer graphic uses mesh
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manipulation since ages, and it is slowly taking its place here. Optimization is a science
quite common in the past half a century, but with the increase of problems’ dimension,
this too is gaining momentum. Hundreds, if not thousands, of variables are in play,
with the aim of minimizing several goal functions: a really hard task for any CPU.
A good starting point to get to know this new computational architecture, is [7] and
[16]. For a retrospective on the most ambitious architectures of the past century, a
very good book is [14] and for an in-depth analysis of widespan roof [17]. A simple
introduction to convex optimization is [18], while genetic algorithms are introduced in
[2, 13].
Contents In this work, all the major issues above stated are faced. In particular, the
work presents a full parametric geometry definition, both structural and geometrical
optimization, where the former is dealt with in two different approaches.
Geometry was defined mostly using Grasshopper and Rhino3D for visualization.
Early study on the logarithmic spiral were conducted in Matlab and Mathematica.
Structural optimization was done using Genetic algorithms, Evolutionary Multi-
Objective (EMO) algortihms and through a Loop. The three procedures and some
background are given in the present work.
Geometry optimization primarely consisted in reduction of average panel curvature
and panelization. Panelization is the term commonly used to refer to the procedure
through which a continuous surface is reduced in a number of discrete panels, which
are to be produced by an even smaller number of molds to keep costs down.
The structure was first analyzed for both static and seismic load. Moreover, a pre-
liminary staudy was conducted on the beam-beam joint, on ABAQUS. Some loads, such
as wind pressure and snow load, are not immediate to define given a such uncommon
shape, thus requiring a special script to calculate them.
Several softwares were used, thus needing data to flow from one to the other, and
this was the most arduous part. From Grasshopper to ABAQUS, Excel, SAP2000,
and from Mathematica, MatLab, C# to Grasshopper, all of them to be eventually
displayed in output softwares such as InDesign and LATEX.
Results and Conclusions It was possible to define the whole workflow by scripts,
meaning that in no steps the user is required to input anything (except, of course,
starting algorithms or exporting data).
Traditional single-goal evolutionary technique produced meagre results, while EMO
showed a good convergence behavior. Nevertheless, the results find were not sufficient,
therefore a novel algorithm was approached. Loops are instructions repeated until a
certain goal reaches the given threshold. This method was successfully applied and the
bearing structure was optimized.
The mesh algorithm reduced the average curvature by approximately 10%, but most
important, it removed double curvatures under 6m−1 (higly expensive) and increased
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those above 30m−1 (planar and cheap).
The panelization algorithm showed very good results in terms of maximum devi-
ation (2mm at maximum) and zebra analysis, not considering that none or few com-
mercial softwares do the same job, and their price is accessible only to big firms.
Fabrication was made possible by reducing the type of nodes to be cast to only one
type.
Having an entire project, from top to bottom, entirely scripted was probably the
most difficult task, along with creating the algorithms. Even if panelization and struc-
tural optimization reduced a lot costs (only panelization by ∼ 80%), fabricability is
the key issue for free forms.
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Architectural conception
3

Chapter 1
Genius Loci
1.1 Project conception
The Scuola Normale Superiore technical division asked to conceive and design a roofing
for the Scuola’s internal courtyard within a framework of accommodating the surround-
ing area.
1.2 History of the Scuola Normale Superiore
In the following, a short introduction on the Scuola Normale Superiore and its sur-
roundings is presented. For a more detailed description of this peculiar space, please
refer to [1] (same source of most of the images).
1.2.1 Piazza dei Cavalieri
The first records of this site are founded in the so called Gentilesimo plan, the first to
be drawn, and Bonanno plan. This wide space is considered to have been a theater or
a forum: traces of this were brought to light by researches of Aldo Neppi-Modona and
Luisa Banti. Recent invesitigations describe the nearby Piazza di San Sisto to be the
focal point of the roman builded area, where the cardo and decumano met. Tolaini,
author of a book on the urban history of Pisa, claim that there are not enough proofs
for this to be true.
During the development of the urban center, and the erection of the city walls
in 1155, the political and administrative center were moved there. The center were
between piazza di Sant’Ambrogio (now called del Castelletto), where was set the Palazzo
del Podestà and Piazza delle Sette Vie, the actual Piazza dei Cavalieri, where other
major republican institutions were headquartered.
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Figure 1.2.1: Plan section of the Piazza dei Cavalieri
Of undubious interest is the curvilinear shape of the building cluster, back then
known as Palazzo degli Anziani, divided in two parts, probably in remembrance of the
ancient division between the two former medieval palaces. A description of Pisa of the
early 15th century, at the beginning of the Florentine conquest, the Piazza delle Sette
Vie appears with the palace in the background which had a loggia at the ground level.
That’s an important testimony of a place not yet altered by military reshaping nor by
building environment deterioration.
By the early 15th century, landlords began to rent their dwellings for free to sol-
diers, for them not to destroy houses. In this period, an aggregation process was taking
place, where former case-torri began to be clustered together, forming new and bigger
palaces. This phenomenon, began during the 14th century, especially in the headquar-
ter of Palazzo degli Anziani. To this period new buildings date back, such as the new
Palazzo Arcivescovile, rebuilt by Filippo de’ Medici, and the Sapienza, result of the
refurbishment of the former 13th-century Piazza del Grano.
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The actual build recovery takes place only a century later, from the 1533 thanks to
the duchy of Alessandro dei Medici and with Cosimo I’s, and focuses on central zones of
the city, as Piazza dei Cavalieri, among others. Before the 15th-century rehash, it was
delimited by the following buildings: Palazzo degli Anziani ; Torre della Fame (where
the tragic death of Ugolino della Ghelardesca took place); Palazzotto di Giustizia;
the church of San Pietro in Cortevecchia and nearby dwellings; the church of San
Sebastiano building lot; more dwellings between Ulisse Dini street and San Frediano
street; and finally Palazzo dei Priori. From this list, it pops out how heterogeneous
the place should have been.
In the 1509, when the Florentine came back to Pisa, the situation they found
was critical. Pisa had lost his political dominance because of two major defeats from
Florence. The built environment was fallen consequently, but since Pisa was the second
Tuscan city for importance, it required a full refurbishment, to be achieved at least by
restoration of facades. During this period, major works were made such as refurbishing
the Sapienza and the Botanical Garden, restoration of commercial centers such as
Piazza delle Vettovaglie, Piazza della Berlina. Lastly, even the Arcivescovado was
reshaped and in the 1580s the new gran-duchy mansion was being built.
The most important intervention in the area, by political and cultural means, was
the one in Piazza degli Anziani, which from that moment took the actual name, Piazza
dei Cavalieri. After the institution of the Ordine dei Cavalieri di Santo Stefano, on
the 9th of January 1562, when the ancient Stefanian palaces superposed with small or
none alterations, to the medieval configuration. The residence were set in the ancient
Palazzo degli Anziani, in the city center to symbolize the political importance this new
institution had for the Medicean Republic. Becoming part of this elitist order was not
for everyone, but to those who achieved that, proving their nobility supremacy, were
given the opportunity to pay taxes and have their coat of arm carved and painted, in
the ambiances of the Palazzo. Two centuries later, the traditionally carved herald was
changed for a molded one.
Vasari has been thinking about the project since at least the 1558, when he tells
the duchy to have sketched some ideas. Probably, those ideas came to maturity only
lately, between the 1561 and 1562, and the final project was sent to Cosimo de’ Medici
on February 1562.
On the 12th of October 1567, Cosimo I give four buildings to the religion, as a
present: among them there’s the Palazzo degli Anziani. With Fracesco I the sharp cel-
ebration of the Medicean dynasty set to start, which brought also a sharp proliferation
of celebration busts of Florentine princes. It was his idea to sculpt the bust of Cosimo
I, to be appended on the facade, where it have been on 1590, one year after his death.
From the 1589, works continue under Ferdinando I. He added some important
decorative elements, such as the monument of Cosimo I, sculptures and busts. The
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Figure 1.2.2: Development of the Piazza dei Cavalieri, under the Medici ’s sovereign
monumental statue of Cosimo I, dressed with the mantle of Santo Stefano over the
armor whose engravings remembers the ones on the facade. He leans on the left leg
while with the right lays over a dolphin, metaphor for Neptune, symbol of the maritime
supremacy.
The first monumental fountain was made by Ridolfo Sirigatti, after the 1587. The
second and last probably was made by Pietro Francavilla: its shape well suits the
surroundings, rich as it is of zoo-morphisms.
The urbanism masterplan shows a kind of centrality, due to multiple prospective
views. It seems that the street disposition, with their compulsory path, is linked to a
general conception of space, where architecture plays a major role. The intersection
point of the roads creates a the best point to see the surrounding buildings. From there,
a trompe l’oeil straighten the buildings’ shape, non regular in plan. Analyzing the cones
of view created by the buildings’ facades, major buildings gain the wider importance.
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(a) Viewing cones from the main streets con-
verging to the Piazza.
(b) Viewing cones from the convergence
point.
Figure 1.2.3: Viewing cones sketched on the actual plan view of the Piazza dei Cavalieri
The first one to bump to one’s eyes is the Palazzo della Carovana, followed by the
Palazzo dell’Orologio. The statue of Cosimo I is in the middle of everything, being the
most important masterpiece of the entire composition, drawing the viewer’s attention
to the Palazzo della Carovana. An evidence of the 1607, describes the square as a
theater, which was used during public events
All frescoes on the building facing the square shows signs of aging and are object
of a recent restoration activity.
1.2.2 Palazzo della Carovana
This palace evolved through ages, resulting nowadays as superposition of buildings,
each of them coming from different times and having different style.
In Italy, during the 12th century, city halls were provisional, except a few exceptions,
or maybe entwined in the weft of private buildings. In the end of the century, tower
houses are being bought, seldom with customary attached land, to give birth to city
halls. Following this costume, the government of Pisa, the so called Magistratura
degli Anziani, may have bought some buildings and have others built. It should be
remarked, in fact, that Vasari ascribes the medieval palace to Nicola Pisano. A stable
headquarter is to be dated just before the 1286, since in the 1280 the Anziani still
lived in houses rented by Oddone della Pace. The sharp split between the old and the
new part, will remain for almost one century, when before the 1301, in a perspective
of satisfying living necessities, they buy the buildings. In 1317 the stairs are built and
in 1322 frescoes are painted in the major room. In 1327, due to the peaceful period
they were living in, the Anziani decided to restore parts of the city, starting from their
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Figure 1.2.4: Facade of the Palazzo della Carovana.
palace. Perhaps, unification of floor levels may be ascribed to that period, concluded
in 1337. During this period, various decoration were made inside the building, along
with frescoes, but it was still a cluster of eterogeneus parts, linked to each other. This
theory is supported by a plan view by Giuliano da Sangallo, which shows clearly the
Anziani ’s building shape resembling a part of the Palazzo delle Carovana. It can be
said that quite every ambiance along the main facade are medieval, whilst the loggia
is built during the Vasarian period. Today, most of the medieval heritage can be seen
by Consoli del Mare street, on the right side of the building.
Thermographic analysis showed the building units forming the Palazzo della Carovana
resembling the Pisan tipology that can be found from the middle of the 12th century to
the middle of the 13th. This analysis concluded there were some 9 different buildings,
among them there are the 4 starting ones, modified five times over almost a two cen-
turies time span. At the very beginning there should have been two contiguous towers
on the extremal right part, from the 12th century. Two more towers were located in
the middle of the building complex and a tower house at the left corner, still visible
today.
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Figure 1.2.5: Left-hand side of the Palazzo. It shows one of the ancient tower-houses
composing the building
Those proofs indicate the old palace as being situaded on the rightmost side, varily
composed. The new palace was on its left, and spanned almost up to the middle of the
actual Palazzo.
The idea of a refurbishment dates back to the 1558, but no project were started
before 1562, when Giorgio Vasari expresses his ideas on the actual status to Don
Vincenzo Borghini. While Vasari started sketching and drawing his project, works
began. During the first phase, the real conservation state of structures were being
brought to light showing a bad situation. First phase was dominated by demolition of
old structures and lasted for three months. The old coat of arms removed on the 12th of
April 1562, on the 12th of June 1562 Stoldo Lorenzi da Settignano was commissioned
the engraving of the new central one. Meanwhile, Vasari prepares a rich amount
of detailing and documentation, along with perspectives of internal rooms, portals,
windows, fireplaces and living rooms.
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Figure 1.2.6: Superposition of the three main phases: a) Current state; b)Vasarian
phase; c) Ancient tower-houses
The 26th of January 1564, the official opening ceremony takes place and on the same
day the date was decided to manufacture all the new coat of arms. The new building
presented the new internal staircase, designed by Vasari, the new loggia, while leaving
almost untouched the existing buildings. The newly refurbished and expanded building
had most of its works being done on ceilings: almost every room at the ground floor
were given vaults, while rooms from other floors were given ordinary wood ceilings. The
ceilings of two big lounges became coffered, today renamed Sala Azzurra and Salone
degli Stemmi.
Vasari made strong use of the graffito technique to obtain a simmetric effect over
all the facades, the main one more than the others, and an overall sense of harmony.
The bichromatic painting are well in sinthony with architectural details of windows,
portals and the main stair, all of them in grey-green stone from Golfolina. Of course,
the intent was to obtain regolarity in vertical and horizontal: the evident discrepancy
of height between floors are flattened or disguised by different heights in graffiti. The
regular grid of windows, entwined with graffiti frames produce an homogeneus surface;
over that, only some elements emerge whose aim was to produce a simmetric view.
On the central axis some elements pop out: the mumental stair, the entrance portal
and two coat of arms on the sides. The grand duke wanted six busts to be placed at
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the secondo level of the facade, portraying the six princes founders and bringers of the
six religions: Malta’s, Portugal’s, Saint Jacob from Spain’s, Alcantara’s, Calantrave’s,
Saint Stephen’s.
The pictorial decoration was conceived along with all the other elments of the
facade. The whole design was intended to be a written speech of virtues and deeds
of the grand duchy, and the values of the knightwhood. Each level traits a different
theme. At the topmost level warrior’s virtues can be found, linked to the knights of
Malta and Cosimo I. Ancient deity are at the second level, liberal arts at the first and
zodiac at the ground floor. Those graffiti were entirely commissioned to Tommaso di
Battista del Verrocchio and to Alessandro Forzori di Arezzo (disciple of Vasari) after.
Figure 1.2.7: Graffiti on the main facade. Each order represents a different theme:
warrior virtues, ancient deity, liberal arts and zodiac.
All this pictorial representation serves the aim for the Medicis to celebrate their
ideology, in the fields of politics, arts and religion. In this period, the two marble
garlands on the building sides were engraved by Giovanni di Paolo Fancelli. The central
coat of arms is sided by two allegoric statues, representing Religion and Justice, was
designed by Vasari and realized by Stold Lorenzi da Settignano.
The double-ramp stair is inspired to Michelangelo’s works, in particular to the one of
the Senatorial Palace in Campidoglio. Due to the intrinsic weakness of the Gandolfina
stone, the stair deteriorated early and needed several restoration beginning in the 16th
century. It was changed with a new one in marble in the 18th century.
The facade was completed years later. In the 1587, thirteen years after the death
of Cosimo I and Vasari, Ferdinando I decided to finish it, but the political climate
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was different. The busts which should have been the founders of as many religions,
would have depicted the grand dukes. The first three of them represented Cosimo I,
Francesco I and Ferdinando I. The two princes are slightly leaned toward the shield to
highlight once again the power and dominance of the regent’s house. Cosimo II’s bust
was realized in 1622 by Pietro Tacca and Ferdinando II’s one in the 1681 by Giovanni
Battista Foggini who engraved even Cosimo III.
The rear facade was designed by Vasari too, it recalled the monastic building ty-
pology, especially for the presence of a three-order loggia. In fact, the whole plan
view recalls a convent, but it transpire also the then actual model of civil buildings
in Florence. Most of the building is split in blocks, each of them made of two rooms,
having the entrance on the three-level loggia, as in the monastic building tradition.
There were two main ambiences: the Salone dell Armi (now Sala Azzurra) and the
Salone della Scherma (now Salone degli Stemmi), both connected with directly with
the three-storey stairs. The first proposal for the stairs was rejected by Cosimo I,
because it was too expensive and big. The approved solution, cheaper and reduced in
size, was nevertheless interesting, especially between the second and the third floor.
Vasari had just completed his work on Palazzo Vecchio in Florence, and had started
being influenced by Michelangelo’s works, in the Biblioteca Laurenziana in the first
place. These influences and reminiscence, brought him a deep insight on the necessity
of functionality and spatial effect. Vasari fully reveals his leadership and orientment
toward maniersim in all his choices: a human-size architecture, a new modernity, us-
ing pictorial decoration, architectural and sculpted detailing on the facade regolarizing
it, a dialgue between building and urban environment, the haste of building and the
technical solutions used to make it all possible.
Several projects have been proposed to link the Palazzo della Carovana to the
nearby Palazzo dell’Oriolo, but none of them was actually really taken in consideration.
Because of that, the Palazzo is a self-standing building, standing out in the main focal
point of the square. Nevertheless, some projects have been proposed and someone
accepted, but all of them leaving intact the original Vasarian shape.
In the 1777 every opening of the loggia, on the rear facade, was closed by win-
dows, so stealing the facade the plasticity it had, due to the game of shadows. At the
beginning of the 19th century, the external stair was decided to be changed, because
of its deterioration state. The first to work on the project was Stefano Piazzini in
the 1806: it resembled a lot to the existent stair by Vasari, but it was not adopted
because of the suppression of the Order. In the 1819 a new project was commissioned
to Giuseppe Marchelli, which proposed a neoclassic stair all in marble. It was realised,
but the external part was made in plaster, probably the result of economic considera-
tions. During the years 1824-1825, Giuseppe Caluri pulled some proposals which had
a relevant impact on later works. Among others, he design the back stair and demolish
the Vasarian one inside, building a new one in a different position.
In the 1849, the Palazzo della Carovana became the headquarter of the Scuola
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Normale Superiore, a branch of the French Ecole Normale. In 1849 the Scuola was to
be enlarged to face the new functions it was required to provide. The old kitchn situated
in the backyard was enlarged and raised by two storeys. Architect Florido Galli was
the one appointed to preserve the Stefanian buildings and enlarge the complex. For
the rest of the 18th century, the building saw no other changeing, keeping its role as
headquarter of the Scuola Normale Superiore.
During the first decades, under direction of Giovanni Gentile, a robust program was
approved to strenghten the position of the Scuola, which foresee and increase in the
number of students and funding to the library. Between the 1928 and 1930 the new
building was erected, four storeys high, which still envelopes the courtyard on three
sides. This resulted in the demolition of the ancient Vasarian stair in the hall and a
reshaping of the rear and the western facade. Several internal reshapings took place,
the most important being probably the removal of the 16th century old division in
blocks. Refurbishment of the medieval parts took place, especially along Consoli del
Mare street, where an ancient portal was brought back in function.
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Chapter 2
Architectural conception and tools
Architectural constraints Having to conceive such a relevant architectural addi-
tion, in the very historical center of Pisa, requires a deep study of the genius loci.
In particular, the roofing had to be placed in one of the most important and ancient
building of the city.
Architectural conception The Scuola Normale Superiore provides superior studies
for the most promising students, in the field of pure sciences such as mathematics,
physics, etc. The designer wanted to stress this aspect of the Scuola by conceiving
something which would allow anyone to recall this aspect. In order to do so, several
shapes have been studied, see figure 2.0.1.
At last, the best solution was agreed to be the logarithmic spiral. This partic-
ular shape reminds immediately of some mathematical properties, even in the most
untrained person. For a brief introduction to its mathematical and aesthatical charac-
teristics, the reader is refered to section 2.3.
The aforementioned flat spirals shape, was then curved to form an inverse conical-
like shape. This has a double scope: creating a more sinuous shape and one that can
better support vertical loads. The obvious consideration is that, using a non-planar
shape, vertical loads generates normal stress instead of only bending moment. This is
quite the same as in comparison to a shell with a plate. A second important fact is
the beam entertwining. This way, the stress generated in one point is distributed all
over the structure. This way of assembly structural elements has been used for years
in masonry buildings. There, each brick is supported by at least two other bricks, and
so on, thus allowing stress distribution.
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Figure 2.0.1: Sketches of project hypothesis
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2.1 First proposals
At the very beginning of the proect phase, several architectural shapes were investi-
gated. In the following, a short description is presented for each of them, with pros
and cons.
Any design which were supported by neighboring walls were strongly descouraged,
as it would have meant to perform a complete sesimic analysis of the Scuola Normale,
and the subsequent refurbishment. Because of that, the usual gridshell design was not
possible.
Figure 2.1.1: Neumunster abbey, Luxemburg
A similar idea was summoned anyway: instead of having the roofing being sup-
ported by the existent walls, it would have been pinned to new, slender columns.
Although the idea was far from being bad, the slenderness of the columns and the
height of the roofing, required some good bracings. Due to the high asimmetry and
differences between the 4 internal facades, this idea was discarded in the end (please
refer to figure 2.0.1).
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A different tipology was also conceived. Instead of a roofing at the same height of
the neighboring ones, one at “human scale” was proposed. In fact, there’s one level
only to walk, so a roofing covering all the 24 meters depth of the court would have
been a waste. This shape was inspired by the successful one recently built in the Cour
Visconti at the Louvre museum.
This idea was rejected because somehow it would have prevented people from en-
joying the view of the historical internal facades.
Figure 2.1.2: Cour Visconti, Louvre museum
Finally, I ended up with the following idea: a roof supported by a central column.
The court is very irregular and dispersive, what it needed was a strong shape to reg-
ularize it and draw everyone’s attention, so not to scatter it all over, but allowing
passers-by to enjoy the facades. The main issues were:
• Inverse pendulum behavior under seismic load;
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• Low stiffness against horizontal wind;
• Most probable failure by asymmetric loading.
All of the three above mentioned issues are due to low inertia, provided by the central
column only, which would not have exceeded 2.5 meters of diameter. The first two
are of little importance. The structure is very light, approximately 30 kTons, so mass
load would not have played a major role in the design. Wind load is negligible, since
the roofing leans out of just a few meters above the gutter level, and 1 at most above
the top of neighboring roofs. In the end, the most probable failure is derived by an
asymmetric loading due to snow or roof inspection. To counter this, special attention
will be given to the reliability of the stem, plus a bit of shrewdness: hot wire resistances
can be used to prevent excessive accumulation of snow and choosing carefully when
roof maintenance will be done, plus a maintenance project to evenly distribute loads.
Figure 2.1.3: Final sketch
Even though this solution was chosen, various shapes have been investigated. Three
main options were compared:
1. An almost flat shape;
2. An reversed umbrella (see figure 2.1.3);
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3. A “slouch” umbrella.
The middle one was chosen, both for attractiveness and for a better loading path, since
it activates a global shell behavior thus being mostly in compression.
For what concerns structural shape tuning and related issues, please refer to section
11.
2.2 Energetics
At the beginning of the design workflow, deep attention has been given to energetic
issues and air flow. The glass roofing isn’t supported by neighboring roofs, as in
most cases happens, but it is self supported in the middle allowing for a certain gap
between the glass and steel roofing and neighboring ancient roofs. Besides creating a
full separation between the old and the new structure, the gap created let the air flow
from inside the courtyard to the outside. In figure 2.2.1 the rough idea of air flowing
is sketched.
(a) Winter air-flow (b) Summer air-flow
Figure 2.2.1: Courtyard’s air-flow sketch
In order for this happen to happen, a certain open area must be found. The simplest
consideration is the following: for a stream of air to move, from open windows to the
exterior, the gap area should not be smaller than the window area. Therefore, an
almost uniform gap has been created all around the roofing, so that theoretically, the
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air stream, generated outside the building, can flow through corridors, rooms, exit
internal windows and finally flow outside, through the gap.
During winter the umbrella produces a benefic greenhouse effect, while still allowing
air flow. Air in the courtyard will be slightly warmer than outside and most of all it
will be repaired from adverse weather conditions.
During summer, in order to avoid excessive solar radiation, a special filter is included
in between the two glass panels which define the panel frame system. This filter is
heat-sensitive, stopping sunbeam when optimal temperature is reached. This way, the
typical greenhouse effect is avoided, while the natural air flow is somehow not stopped,
since wind can flow just under the umbrella, melting and moving underneath air.
2.3 The logarithmic spiral
The reader can see some examples of logarithmic spirals found in nature, in figure 2.3.1.
(a) Nautilus (b) Sunflower
Figure 2.3.1: Some examples of logarithmic spiral found in nature
Although the most know spiral is the Archimedean spiral, the most fascinating one
probably is the logarithmic spiral, also known as geometric spiral or even the marvelous
spiral.
Logarithmic spirals have numerous interesting characteristics.
First of all, it’s immediate to notice that it has a strong accentrating geometry,
which is what it was been looking for. In fact, as it will be further discussed in the
following, this allowed to conceive a centralized supporting system, thus freeing the
facades from having not agreeable struts and diagonals.
As it was shown, logarithmic spirals form a constant angle with the polar vector
which span them. As a consequence of this, two or more spirals always cross each other
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at the same angle. As is explained later, this property was exploited for the the beam’s
joints, all of which have the same cross-shaped section.
Those main aspects make this solution particularly efficient for the given architec-
tural challenge.
2.3.1 Mathematics of logarithmic spiral
The logarithmic spiral definition is derived in the following
Let us introduce the Log-Polar coordinates, by defining the following change of
coordinates {
x = eρ cos θ
y = eρ sin θ
and
{
ρ = ln
√
x2 + y2
θ = arctan y
x
or, by replacing r = eρ{
x = r cos θ
y = r sin θ
and
{
r =
√
x2 + y2
θ = arctan y
x
which are exactly the same as in polar coordinates.
Let us compute the Jacobian matrix J˜ for both Log-Polar coordinates and Polar
ones.
J˜ =
(
∂x
∂ρ
∂y
∂ρ
∂x
∂θ
∂y
∂θ
)
J˜lp =
(
eρ cos θ eρ sin θ
−eρ sin θ eρ cos θ
)
= eρ
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
J˜p =
(
cos θ sin θ
−r sin θ r cos θ
)
It can be noticed that, in Polar coordinates, the vector related to direction θ, which is
expθ, is scaled by a factor r which is called the scale factor. In Log-Polar ones instead,
both vectors are scaled by the same factor expρ. Thus, Polar coordinates have not the
same metrics, while Log-Polar coordinates have the same, which scales by a factor eρ |eρ| =
√
(eρ cos θ)2 + (eρ sin θ)2
|eθ| =
√
(−eρ sin θ)2 + (eρ cos θ)2
{
|eρ| = eρ
|eθ| = eρ
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while for Polar coordinates it is
 |eρ| =
√
(cos θ)2 + (sin θ)2
|eθ| =
√
(−r sin θ)2 + (r cos θ)2
{
|eρ| = 1
|eθ| = r
This curve never reaches its center, approaching it asymptotically, but the length
between a point P and the limit is finite and equals
L =
r
cos θ
where r is the radius between the point P and the center and θ the angle formed
between the radius and the tangent in that point.
In figure 2.1, it is shown a simple algorithm used to better understand how the
aforementioned parameters influence the spiral shape.
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Algorithm 2.1 Matlab code creating a unit cell containing two opposite logarithmic
spirals
c l e a r
prompt = { ’ s t a r t i n g i n t e r n a l radius ’ , ’ e x t e rna l radius ’ , ’ theta ’ } ;
d l g_ t i t l e = ’ Input ’ ;
num_lines = 1 ;
de f = { ’ 1 ’ , ’ 5 ’ , ’ 6 0 ’ } ;
answer = inputd lg ( prompt , d l g_t i t l e , num_lines , de f ) ;
o = str2num ( answer {1} ) ;
r = str2num ( answer {2} ) ;
theta = str2num ( answer {3} ) ;
theta1=(theta . / 3 6 0 ) . ∗ ( 2 . ∗ pi ) ;
whi l e ( o<r ) ;
k=(r−o ) . / ( theta1 ) ;
t0=o . / k ;
t=t0 : 0 . 0 1 : theta1+t0 ;
l =0 :0 . 01 : r−o ;
%4 r i gh t boundary
x4=o + l ;
y4=0;
%6 l e f t boundary
x6=(o+l ) . ∗ cos ( theta1 ) ;
y6=(o+l ) . ∗ s i n ( theta1 ) ;
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Algorithm 2.2 Matlab code creating a unit cell containing two opposite logarithmic
spirals
%1 c l o ckw i s e s p i r a l
x1=(( t ) . ∗ k ) . ∗ cos ( t−t0 ) ;
y1=(( t ) . ∗ k ) . ∗ s i n ( t−t0 ) ;
%2 counter−c l o ckw i s e s p i r a l
x2=((( t ) . ∗ k ) . ∗ cos ( t−t0 ) ) . ∗ cos(− theta1 )−((( t ) . ∗ k )
.∗ s i n ( t−t0 ) ) . ∗ s i n (− theta1 ) ;
y2=−((( t ) . ∗ k ) . ∗ cos ( t−t0 ) ) . ∗ s i n (− theta1 )−((( t ) . ∗ k )
.∗ s i n ( t−t0 ) ) . ∗ cos(− theta1 ) ;
%3 i n t e r n a l c i r c l e
x3=o .∗ cos ( t−t0 ) ;
y3=o .∗ s i n ( t−t0 ) ;
%5 ex t e rna l c i r c l e
x5=(r ) . ∗ cos ( t−t0 ) ;
y5=(r ) . ∗ s i n ( t−t0 ) ;
f i g u r e
p l o t ( x1 , y1 , ’ r ’ ) , hold on ,
p l o t ( x2 , y2 , ’ b ’ ) , hold on ,
p l o t ( x3 , y3 , ’ g ’ ) , hold on ,
p l o t ( x5 , y5 , ’ g ’ ) , hold on ,
p l o t ( x4 , y4 , ’ c ’ ) , hold on ,
p l o t ( x6 , y6 , ’ c ’ ) , hold on ,
ax i s ([− r−1 r+1 −r−1 r +1])
o=o+1;
t i t l e ( ’ Logar i tmic Sp i ra l ’ )
end
Transform function To transform a function from Cartesian coordinates into Log-
Polar coordinates, we use a transformation in the complex plane. Let f (x, y) be
a function in Cartesian coordinates and z (ρ, θ) it’s image in Log-Polar coordinates.
Then
z = ln f (2.3.1)
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where ln z is the complex logarithmic function. The reverse transformation will be
f = ez (2.3.2)
with expf being the complex exponential function.
For example, let us have a straight line in the complex plane, which will represent
our Log-Polar world. Here the Re, i axis are coaxial of the ρ, θ ones. Let the expression
of the line be
y = mx
which in a parametrized form become{
y = (mt)i
x = t
so, in vector notation, it becomes
z = (1 +mi) t
Now let us apply the transformation 2.3.2. It brings
f = e(1+mi)t = et · ei(mt) (2.3.3)
since in the complex plane the general expression
w = aeib
expresses a point in Polar-Coordinates as{
r = a
θ = b
or, which is the same {
x = a cos b
y = a sin b
equation 2.3.3 can be expressed as {
r = et
θ = mt
or {
x = et cosmt
y = et sinmt
this function is a logarithmic spiral expressed in Polar coordinates. It’s then demon-
strated that the image of a logarithmic spiral is a line in the complex plane and vicev-
ersa.
Chapter 3
Parametricism
As it is well known by any designer, during project conception and workflow, a lot of
changes are to be made. This is mostly due to different solution indagation, contractors
requirements, continuous feedback from all the figures working on the project. As a
consequence, parametric design has become a true necessity, allowing easy and fast
check of different configurations . Moreover, it is the only way to enable the designer
to have full control on the design, avoiding any freedom to be left to softwares.
There exists several ways to conceive a parametric model. Most known softwares
are Revit, Digital Project, Generative Components and Grasshopper, which is the one
which was being used. Let’s make a short introduction to all of them.
Revit is a software by Autodesk, which allows the user to define different topologies
with attributes. For instance, the user can define the topology “wall” which represents
a 30 centimeters-thick wall, made of 2 layers of bricks and a central one of insulation,
which costs 20€/m, weights 1KN/m and has its stiffness properties. Each project part,
which has this topology attribute, will behave consequently. When drawing a line with
those properties, several output are provided. In fact, it is possible to have a real-time
3D model change, cost prediction structural analysis and so on. As far as it concerns
common structures (i.e not architectonically complex, such as Frank Ghery’s project)
this software results to be really powerful and handy.
As said, Revit is not really suited for designing complex structures. Generative
Components and Digital Project are. With those, it is possible to define the center
line of a member as a mathematical function, as well as all the attributes and rela-
tions related to it. It’s not by chance Digital Project has been developed by Gehry
Technologies. Generative Components is still in design phase and is been developed by
Berkeley. As though those softwares may be the right solution for most of the projects,
they lack in what can be called “topology optimization” and that’s why Grasshopper
is been taking pace in the world scenario.
Grasshopper can be seen as a visual programming language. In fact, instead of
actually writing lines of codes, there can be used boxes which represent a set of in-
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structions. Those boxes have inputs and outputs, which can be linked to other boxes,
thus creating the mathematical definition of the entire architectural project. Particu-
lar procedures can be added by coding right inside the software, thus allowing more
powerful and intriguing data manipulations.
Grasshopper is a digital environment which let other plug-ins to run inside it.
There exists a lot of different plug-ins for Grasshopper, that span from mesh editing
to structural analysis to model behavior under physical laws.
As said, Grasshopper let the user to actually script the architectural design in ev-
ery single part, then makes it easy to be optimized by changing the different input
parameters. Results are shown in real-time and they can be exported to more sophisti-
cated softwares such as structural design softwares (SAP2000, GSA, Robot Structural
Analysis, etc...) or environmental analysis ones (Ecotect, Diva, etc...).
Parametricism current is well depicted by Patrik Schumacher’s manifesto, in 2008,
reported in the following.
3.1 Parametricism Manifesto by Patrik Schumacher
Parametricism as Style - Parametricist Manifesto Patrik Schumacher, London 2008
Presented and discussed at the Dark Side Club1 , 11th Architecture Biennale, Venice
2008
We pursue the parametric design paradigm all the way, penetrating into all corners
of the discipline. Systematic, adaptive variation, continuous differentiation (rather
than mere variety), and dynamic, parametric figuration concerns all design tasks from
urbanism to the level of tectonic detail, interior furnishings and the world of products.
Architecture finds itself at the mid-point of an ongoing cycle of innovative adaptation
– retooling the discipline and adapting the architectural and urban environment to the
socio-economic era of post-fordism. The mass society that was characterized by a single,
nearly universal consumption standard has evolved into the heterogeneous society of
the multitude. The key issues that avant-garde architecture and urbanism should be
addressing can be summarized in the slogan: organizing and articulating the increased
complexity of post-fordist society. The task is to develop an architectural and urban
repertoire that is geared up to create complex, polycentric urban and architectural fields
which are densely layered and continuously differentiated.
Contemporary avant-garde architecture is addressing the demand for an increased
level of articulated complexity by means of retooling its methods on the basis of paramet-
ric design systems. The contemporary architectural style that has achieved pervasive
hegemony within the contemporary architectural avant-garde can be best understood as
a research programme based upon the parametric paradigma. We propose to call this
style: Parametricism. Parametricism is the great new style after modernism. Post-
modernism and Deconstructivism have been transitional episodes that ushered in this
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new, long wave of research and innovation.
Avant-garde styles might be interpreted and evaluated in analogy to new scientific
paradigms, affording a new conceptual framework, and formulating new aims, methods
and values. Thus a new direction for concerted research work is established. My thesis
is therefore: Styles are design research programmes.
Innovation in architecture proceeds via the progression of styles so understood. This
implies the alternation between periods of cumulative advancement within a style and
revolutionary periods of transition between styles. Styles represent cycles of innovation,
gathering the design research efforts into a collective endeavor. Stable self-identity is
here as much a necessary precondition of evolution as it is in the case of organic life. To
hold on to the new principles in the face of difficulties is crucial for the chance of even-
tual success. This tenacity - abundantly evident within the contemporary avant-garde -
might at times appear as dogmatic obstinacy. For instance, the obstinate insistence of
solving everything with a folding single surface - project upon project, slowly wrenching
the plausible from the implausible – might be compared to the Newtonian insistence to
explain everything from planets to bullets to atoms in terms of the same principles.
“Newton’s theory of gravitation, Einstein’s relativity theory, quantum mechanics,
Marxism, Freudianism, are all research programmes, each with a characteristic hard
core stubbornly defended, . . . each with its elaborate problem solving machinery. Each
of them, at any stage of its development, has unsolved problems and undigested anoma-
lies. All theories, in this sense, are born refuted and die refuted.”4 The same can be said
of styles: Each style has its hard core of principles and a characteristic way of tackling
design problems/tasks. Avant-garde architecture produces manifestos: paradigmatic ex-
positions of a new style’s unique potential, not buildings that are balanced to function
in all respects. There can be neither verification, nor final refutation merely on the
basis of its built results.5 The programme/style consists of methodological rules: some
tell us what paths of research to avoid (negative heuristics), and others what paths to
pursue (positive heuristics). The negative heuristics formulates strictures that prevent
the relapse into old patterns that are not fully consistent with the core, and the positive
heuristics offers guiding principles and preferred techniques that allow the work to fast-
forward in one direction. The defining heuristics of parametricism are fully reflected in
the taboos and dogmas of contemporary avant-garde design culture: Negative heuristics:
avoid familiar typologies, avoid platonic/hermetic objects, avoid clear-cut zones/terri-
tories, avoid repetition, avoid straight lines, avoid right angles, avoid corners, . . . , and
most importantly: do not add or subtract without elaborate interarticulations. Posi-
tive heuristics: interarticulate, hyberdize, morph, deterritorialize, deform, iterate, use
splines, nurbs, generative components, script rather than model, . . .
Parametricism is a mature style. That the parametric paradigm is becoming per-
vasive in contemporary architecture and design is evident for quite some time. There
has been talk about versioning, iteration and mass customization etc. for quite a while
within the architectural avant-garde discourse. The fundamental desire that has come
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to the fore in this tendency had already been formulated at the beginning of the 1990s
with the key slogan of “continuous differentiation”. Since then there has been both a
widespread, even hegemonic dissemination of this tendency as well as a cumulative
build up of virtuosity, resolution and refinement within it. This development was facil-
itated by the attendant development of parametric design tools and scripts that allow
the precise formulation and execution of intricate correlations between elements and
subsystems. The shared concepts, computational techniques, formal repertoires, and
tectonic logics that characterize this work are crystallizing into a solid new hegemonic
paradigm for architecture. One of the most pervasive current techniques involves popu-
lating modulated surfaces with adaptive components. Components might be constructed
from multiple elements constrained/cohered by associative relations so that the overall
component might sensibly adapt to various local conditions. As they populate a dif-
ferentiated surface their adaptation should accentuate and amplify this differentiation.
This relationship between the base component and its various instantiations at different
points of insertion in the “environment” is analogous to the way a single geno-type might
produce a differentiated population of pheno-types in response to divers environmental
conditions.
The current stage of advancement within parametricism relates as much to the con-
tinuous advancement of the attendant computational design technologies as it is due
to the designer’s realization of the unique formal and organizational opportunities that
are afforded. Parametricism can only exist via sophisticated parametric techniques.
Finally, computationally advanced design techniques like scripting (in Mel-script or
Rhino-script) and parametric modeling (with tools like GC or DP) are becoming a per-
vasive reality. Today it is impossible to compete within the contemporary avant-garde
scene without mastering these techniques. Parametricism emerges from the creative
exploitation of parametric design systems in view of articulating increasingly complex
social processes and institutions. The parametric design tools by themselves cannot ac-
count for this drastic stylistic shift from modernism to parametricism. This is evidenced
by the fact that late modernist architects are employing parametric tools in ways which
result in the maintenance of a modernist aesthetics, i.e. using parametric modelling to
inconspicuously absorb complexity. Our parametricist sensibility pushes in the opposite
direction and aims for a maximal emphasis on conspicuous differentiation. It is the
sense of organized (law-governed) complexity that assimilates parametricist works to
natural systems, where all forms are the result of lawfully interacting forces. Just like
natural systems, parametricist compositions are so highly integrated that they cannot be
easily decomposed into independent subsystems – a major point of difference in com-
parison with the modern design paradigm of clear separation of functional subsystems.
The following five agendas might be proposed here to inject new aspects into the
parametric paradigm and to push the development of parametricism further: 1.Inter-
articulation of sub-systems: The ambition is to move from single system differentiation
– e.g. a swarm of façade components - to the scripted association of multiple subsystems
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– envelope, structure, internal subdivision, navigation void. The differentiation in any
one systems is correlated with differentions in the other systems.
Parametric Accentuation The ambition is to enhance the overall sense of organic
integration through intricate correlations that favour deviation amplification rather than
compensatory or ameliorating adaptations. For instance, when generative components
populate a surface with a subtle curvature modulation the lawful component correlation
should accentuate and amplify the initial differentiation. This might include the delib-
erate setting of accentuating thresholds or singularities. Thus a far richer articulation
can be achieved and thus more orienting visual information can be made available.
Parametric Figuration We propose that complex configurations that are latent with
multiple readings can be constructed as a parametric model. The parametric model
might be set up so that the variables are extremely Gestalt-sensitive. Parametric vari-
ations trigger gestalt-catastrophes, i.e. the quantitative modification of these parame-
ters trigger qualitative shifts in the perceived order of the configuration. This notion of
parametric figuration implies an expansion in the types of parameters considered within
parametric design. Beyond the usual geometric object parameters, ambient parameters
(variable lights) and observer parameters (variable cameras) have to considered and
integrated into the parametric system.
Parametric Responsiveness We propose that urban and architectural (interior)
environments can be designed with an inbuilt kinetic capacity that allows those envi-
ronments to reconfigure and adapt themselves in response to the prevalent patterns of
use and occupation. The real time registration of use-patterns produces the parameters
that drive the real time kinetic adaptation process. Cumulative registration of use pat-
terns result in semi-permanent morphological transformations. The built environment
acquires responsive agency at different time scales.
Parametric Urbanism The assumption is that the urban massing describes a swarm-
formation of many buildings. These buildings form a continuously changing field,
whereby lawful continuities cohere this manifold of buildings. Parametric urbanism
implies that the systematic modulation of the buildings’ morphologies produces power-
ful urban effects and facilitates field orientation. Parametric Urbanism might involve
parametric accentuation, parametric figuration, and parametric responsiveness.
Modernism was founded on the concept of space. Parametricism differentiates fields.
Fields are full, as if filled with a fluid medium. We might think of liquids in motion,
structured by radiating waves, laminal flows, and spiraling eddies. Swarms have also
served as paradigmatic analogues for the field-concept. We would like to think of swarms
of buildings that drift across the landscape. Or we might think of large continuous in-
teriors like open office landscapes or big exhibition halls of the kind used for trade
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fairs. Such interiors are visually infinitely deep and contain various swarms of fur-
niture coalescing with the dynamic swarms of human bodies. There are no platonic,
discrete figures with sharp outlines. Within fields only the global and regional field
qualities matter: biases, drifts, gradients, and perhaps even conspicuous singularities
like radiating centres. Deformation does no longer spell the breakdown of order but
the lawful inscription of information. Orientation in a complex, lawfully differentiated
field affords navigation along vectors of transformation .The contemporary condition of
arriving in a metropolis for the first time, without prior hotel arrangements, without
a map, might instigate this kind of field-navigation. Imagine there are no more land-
marks to hold on, no axis to follow and no more boundaries to cross. Contemporary
architecture aims to construct new logics – the logic of fields – that gear up to organize
and articulate the new level of dynamism and complexity of contemporary society.
Furniture and product design fully participates in the parametricist agenda we are
pursuing. We consider furniture not in terms of isolated objects but as a pre-eminent
space-making substance. Our design efforts need to encompass the domains of interior
design, furniture design, and even product design. We can orchestrate all those regis-
ters to advance the design of integrated, immersive worlds. Our handling of interior
furnishings as dynamic swarm formations, or sometimes as a continuous surface/fluid
mass, is geared towards the detailed elaboration of the continuously differentiated fields
described above.
Chapter 4
Programming in Grasshopper
Grasshopper is a plug-in for the highly advanced 3D modeler Rhinoceros. Grasshopper
allows the user to conceive all its design by parametric means. This allow the user to
see and exploit all the possible solutions inside the domain space. In other words, the
inputs (the parameters) vary in a defined domain. The co-domain is the actual design,
linked to the set multidimensional domain through the user-made script (all those little
blocks interlinked one to each other). Thus, is very important to having rightly set the
domain and the function, because the output depends exclusively on those ones.
Grasshopper hosts a lot of different plug-ins, each one specialized on some aspect
of the design workflow. Numerous plug-ins have been used throughout the entire
project development. In the following, a list of them is presented along with a short
introduction.
4.1 Free components
Kangaroo Kangaroo is probably the most known and used plug-in of all, and is
included in the basic version of grasshopper. What it does is to add a physical engine
and a number of physical forces and interactions. A physical engine may have a lot of
useful uses. Apart from the trivial ones, (e.g. throwing an object in the air, and record
its parabolic trajectory), it allows some more subtle and intriguing uses. A non-trivial
use of a physical engine is finding the minimum energy of a system, which happens
when the system is equilibrated with respect to internal and external forces, and is in
a kinematic configuration compatible with internal and external degrees of freedom.
It can be set fictitious potential energy, related to a certain number of degrees of
freedom. When the system is set free to move, it tries to minimize the potential energy,
increasing its kinematic one. The system would then keep on moving, oscillating around
the minimum energy configuration. To solve this issue, there are two options, listed
after.
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This way, several design problems can be solved, such as mesh optimization, form
finding, minimal surfaces, orthogonal coordinate system on a surface, and so on.
Particle system Kangaroo is a particle physical system. Particles are objects
that have mass, position, and velocity, and respond to forces, but that have no spatial
extent. Despite their simplicity, particles can be made to exhibit a wide range of in-
teresting behavior. For example, a wide variety of nonrigid structures can be built by
connecting particles with simple damped springs." [?, ?] The particles we deal with in
Kangaroo are an abstraction, but one with a strong connection to our understanding of
how the real world works at a fundamental level. Macroscopic properties of materials
such as their behavior in bending, shear and torsion can actually be seen as emergent
on a molecular level from simple interaction between pairs of particles. Of course in
the real world, objects are made out of vastly more particles than we use in simulation,
but if some care is taken about how we distribute the points and their masses we can
get quite good approximations of real physical behavior using this method. While they
do have their limitations, one great advantage of particle systems is that they are eas-
ily understood and controlled (compared with more sophisticated continuum models).
This conceptual simplicity makes it possible for designers to apply and manipulate the
physics simulation in a very direct way, without needing specialist technical knowledge.
In the present thesis, it has been used to optimize the mesh representing the glass
panels, thus that use will be explained in section 6.1.
Kinematic Damping This method is more sophisticated than the former. In a
conservative system, the conservation of energy law states that
1
dt
∂L
∂q˙i
− ∂L
∂qi
= 0
where L = T − V is the difference between kinetic energy and potential energy. It
follows that when the potential energy decreases, the kinetic energy increases and
viceversa. Therefore, when the kinetic energy has a maximum, the potential energy
has a minimum. The kinematic damping method sets V = 0 when the kinematic energy
has a maximum, thus slowing down (or even stopping) the system. The system is then
set free again, and its velocity starts increasing again from zero, but the whole system
has lost much of its potential energy. After a short time, iterating this procedure, when
it is V <  it can be assumed that the system is equilibrated.
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Figure 4.1.1: Kinematic Damping
Drag This is the one used by kangaroo’s engine. This system is more reliable,
since the drag coefficient has not to be always set against time step integration and
the geometry of the problem. Its use is really simple: the system is let oscillating in a
viscous fluid, so that the potential energy is partly transformed in kinetic energy, and
partly is dissolved. After a bit, all the potential energy has gone and the kinematic
energy is zero, absorbed by the viscous damping. The system is now equilibrated and
in its minimal state energy
d
dt
∂T
∂q˙
− ∂T
∂q
= Q∗ (q, q˙, ..., t)
d
dq
(V − C) = Q∗
where Q∗ = Qd +Qf is the sum of the dissipated energy and the energy introduced in
the system.
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Figure 4.1.2: Viscous Damping
Galapagos Galapagos is the second and last plug-in already implemented inside
Grasshopper. It gives the possibility to use genetic algorithms, directly inside grasshop-
per. Basically, it allows to minimize (maximize) a target function F (xi) of an unlim-
ited number of variables (genes). All the n genes have a domain, so the result is an
n-dimension space, with the function F (xi) leading to a 1-dimension co-domain, which
target value (an integer, of course) is the being optimized. Each set of n different genes,
which is a n-dimension vector, is called chromosome. Best fitting chromosomes, the
ones whose co-domain’s value is the lowest, are made mate to each other, creating a
supposedly better offspring. After a while, the best member in the final population
can be chosen , which eventually will have the lowest co-domain value, and the process
can be halted. All this is widely explained in the appendix 8.2.
In this thesis, initially it was used to perform the global structural optimization,
but was later abandoned in favour of a multi-objective genetic algorithm, appendix 9.
Hoopsnake Hoopsnake came to solve one of the biggest flaw of Grasshopper: the
impossibility to perform a so called for loop. Since Grasshopper has a linear workflow,
meaning that the flow of data goes in one and one only direction (hence the plug
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position of any the cluster, and the link shape between them). Hoopsnake comes to
change this habit. There one can input the initial data, at step 0, run them through the
script, and re-input the updated data from a different input plug. As any loop, there
must be some kind of counter which stops the process whenever it reaches a certain
threshold.
WeaverBird Even if some of the basic features of WeaverBird are now included
in Grasshopper’s mesh tab (via the MeshEdit free plug-in, developed directly by the
Grasshopper team. Actually, WeaverBird’s creator, Antonio Piacentino, is now em-
ployed at McNeel, so you figure it out...) others are hardly replicable. Weaverbird is
a powerful mesh editing tool. It can perform various mesh subdivisions (e.g. Catmull-
Clark, Sierpinski, midedge, Loop)
Paneling Tools Paneling Tools is a must-have, for anything relating grids (from
which, panelization can be derived, of course). Although it’s not yet suitable for
complex grid finding (i.e. geodesics or curvature isocurves, generating from a given
seed point and following a certain pattern), it’s an unbeatable starting point, for sure.
Even if this component is kept free, it must be updated at creator’s will, otherwise it
stops working.
LunchBox This plug-in has pretty much everything inside, from unusual geometry
design, to panels and structures. The tools I find mostly useful are situated under
the workflow bar. There one can find tools improving the design workflow, such as
write/read a .xls file, bake, launch an application, run a rhino command.
Octopus Octopus is seen as an extension to Galapagos by introducing multiple fitness
values to the optimization. The best trade-offs between those objectives are searched,
producing a set of possible optimum solutions that ideally reach from one extreme
trade-off to the other uniformly.
Results are shown in a two- to five-dimensional, 3D-navigable solution-viewport.
User-preferences on specific solutions can be specified when the optimization is
paused, so later genomes will be searched near the selection. The history of the evolu-
tionary runs can be recorded, saved, and loaded again.
• SPEA-2 multi-objective evolutionary algorithm by Zitzler, Deb, Thiele at ETH
Zürich
• Arbitrary number of objectives to optimize
• Integration of User-Preferences for a biased search
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• Recorded history 3D solution space with abstractions to 5D-objective problems,
navigable
• Save the current state directly within the Grasshopper document
For now it is based on the Improved Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm SPEA-2
algorithm by Zitzler, Deb, Thiele at ETH Zürich and David Rutten’s Galapagos User
Interface. It is developed by Robert Vierlinger in cooperation with Christoph Zimmel,
karamba3d.com and Bollinger Grohmann Schneider ZT GmbH Vienna.
For more information on Evolutionary Multi-Criterion Optimization (EMO), please
refer to appendix 9.
4.2 Commericial components
In the following are listed other non-free components of unquestionable usefulness, both
of them used in the the master’s thesis project.
Karamba Karamba is a plug-in by Bollinger+Grohmann ingenieur, a German struc-
tural engineering firm. It allows to perform structural analysis, right inside grasshop-
per. Although it’s not as powerful as other stand-alone well-known softwares, first of
all SAP2000 and GSA, its being directly connected to the design workflow increase
the time performance.
Moreover, since it’s inside grasshopper, it can perform various operations at any
step of the workflow, something which would be quite difficult to achieve with a stand-
alone software. Here’s a list of some interesting operations Karamba is able to do:
• Actively operate on the design geometry (topology);
• Modify any set of data, according to certain structural output;
• Allowing the creation of an optimization loop, with the aim of minimize (maxi-
mize) of some structural output.
Geometry Gym Geometry Gym is another fundamental plug-in for anyone inter-
ested in structural analysis/optimization, keeping linked with Grasshopper. It is com-
posed by two major parts.
The first one, named BullAnt, simply gives some new powerful design tools, which
span from simple geometric boolean operations, such as extrapolation of closed cells
from a curve network, to more sophisticated ones, such as minimum surfaces, geodesic
domes and tessellation.
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The second one, basically enables reading/writing of files from/to any structural
software (e.g. SAP2000, GSA, Robot Structural Analysis). This way, projects real-
ized inside Grasshopper can be exported, analyzed and re-imported into it, giving the
designer an important edge over the workflow process.
Evolute Although the Evolute plug-in (which is for Rhino, not for Grasshopper,
differently from the others) has not been used, its main characteristics are the baselines
followed in this thesis. Most of all, two components were the most important:
• Creation and optimization of the conjugate network;
• Optimization of panel mesh;
• Half-edge data structure scripting directly from inside Grasshopper.
4.3 Custom components
Several custom clusters have been created to solve certain problems. By my point of
view, what distinguishes a cluster by a common grasshopper script file, is the huge
amount of components/scripting parts, compared with the number of inputs and out-
puts.
Snow load This cluster is conceived to calculate the snow load, according to the
Eurocode. Following its scheme, snow load is defined as
qs = qskctceµ1
where µ1 varies with the roof angle. The cluster calculate the inclination of each mesh
face, with respect to the z-axis, and returns the corresponding qs value.
Figure 4.3.1: Snow load
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Mesh curvature analysis It’s a bit hard to define what is the curvature of a mesh
quad. Given any four non-aligned points in the space, the derived non-autointersecting
mesh is the minimum surface with as boundaries, the four straight lines connecting the
four points. There are several ways to get a simplified curvature measure:
• dividing the distance between the two skew diagonals for the diagonals them-
selves,
• the radius of the circle passing a diagonal end points and the mid-point between
the two diagonals
• dividing the angle between one of the two sets of triangle which a mesh can be
subdivided to, for the corresponding diagonal
All the above are intended to simplify the problem, making it computationally efficient.
In fact, at a first round, it isn’t important to have the actual curvature value: a valid
approximation, less time-consuming, is far more preferable.
Figure 4.3.2: Mesh curvature analysis
Point Organizer With time passing and project evolving, geometry gets more and
more complex, as the script itself. From time to time, script can even be truncated into
multiple pieces to ease the computation, with the drawback of requiring user input to
pass data from one to the other. Sometimes, it may happen that points are collected
in random order: the following script finds the outermost points in a set and put them
in a new ordered list. Using it iteratively, one can create concentric sets of points.
Figure 4.3.3: Point Organizer
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Profile Extrusion Every profile has its z-axis parallel to the surface normal. To
achieve this goal (see figure 4.3.4), starting from just the barycenter line, is not an
easy task, although the basic idea is simple. Each line must be extruded along the end
points’ normal, for a length L, defined by the cross section height. The face so created
is extruded by a length b, normally to itself. Finally, one can find the torsion in each
beam, a common drawback in double curved quad meshes.
4.4 C# Components
There are some aspects in grasshoppers that sign a deep difference from a traditional
programming language. One for all, is the impossibility of doing a loop (i.e. a for
cycle). Tasks extremely easy to conduct within a traditional programming language,
here would be really cumbersome if there weren’t the built-in c# compatibility.
In the following, some simple C# custom components are shown. The reader may
refer to [6] for more insights on this subject.
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Algorithm 4.1 This example shows three equivalent ways to input points. (A) by
inputting data right inside the script, (B) by inputting data from outside the script,
(C) by inputting data from outside the script and reading it as a DataTree.
p r i va t e void RunScript ( L is t<Point3d> x , DataTree<Point3d> y , r e f ob j e c t A, r e f ob j e c t B, r e f ob j e c t C)
{
Rhino . Co l l e c t i o n s . Po int3dLis t po in t s = new Rhino . Co l l e c t i o n s . Po int3dLis t ( 5 ) ;
po in t s .Add(0 , 0 , 0 ) ;
po in t s .Add(0 , 2 , 0 ) ;
po in t s .Add(2 , 3 , 0 ) ;
po in t s .Add(4 , 2 , 0 ) ;
po in t s .Add(4 , 0 , 0 ) ;
GH_Path path = new GH_Path ( 0 ) ;
Rhino . Geometry . NurbsCurve ncA = Rhino . Geometry . NurbsCurve . Create
( f a l s e , 3 , po in t s ) ;
Rhino . Geometry . NurbsCurve ncB = Rhino . Geometry . NurbsCurve . Create
( f a l s e , 3 , x ) ;
Rhino . Geometry . NurbsCurve ncC = Rhino . Geometry . NurbsCurve . Create
( f a l s e , 3 , y . Branch ( path ) ) ;
A = ncA ;
B = ncB ;
C = ncC ;
}
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Algorithm 4.2 A simple script creating a mesh
p r i va t e void RunScript ( r e f ob j e c t A) {
Rhino . Geometry .Mesh mesh = new Rhino . Geometry .Mesh ( ) ;
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; //0
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; //1
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 2 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; //2
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 3 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ; //3
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; //4
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 2 . 0 ) ; //5
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 2 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; //6
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 3 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ; //7
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 0 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; //8
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 1 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; //9
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 2 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; //10
mesh . Ve r t i c e s .Add( 3 . 0 , 2 . 0 , 1 . 0 ) ; //11
mesh . Faces . AddFace (0 , 1 , 5 , 4 ) ;
mesh . Faces . AddFace (1 , 2 , 6 , 5 ) ;
mesh . Faces . AddFace (2 , 3 , 7 , 6 ) ;
mesh . Faces . AddFace (4 , 5 , 9 , 8 ) ;
mesh . Faces . AddFace (5 , 6 , 10 , 9 ) ;
mesh . Faces . AddFace (6 , 7 , 11 , 1 0 ) ;
mesh . Normals . ComputeNormals ( ) ;
mesh . Compact ( ) ;
A = mesh ;
}
The following three scripts were actually used
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Algorithm 4.3 This script rewrites every 0s and 1s into “right” and “WRONG” re-
spectively. For how trivial this may seem, doing the same in GH would take much
more time than writing those few code lines.
p r i va t e void RunScript (DataTree<int> indexing , r e f ob j e c t indexingText )
{
DataTree<s t r i ng> indexingTextTemp = new DataTree<s t r i ng >() ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < index ing . BranchCount ; i++)
{
GH_Path path = new GH_Path( i ) ;
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < index ing . Branch ( path ) . Count ; j++)
{
i f ( index ing . Branch ( path ) [ j ] == 0)
{
indexingTextTemp .Add(" r i g h t " , path ) ;
}
e l s e
{
indexingTextTemp .Add(" WRONG " , path ) ;
}
}
}
indexingText = indexingTextTemp ;
}
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Algorithm 4.4 Another example of how a trivial script would be more cumbersome
to produce in GH
pr i va t e void RunScript ( double a , double b , r e f ob j e c t min , r e f ob j e c t max)
{
i f (Math . Abs ( a ) < Math . Abs (b ) )
{
max = b ;
min = a ;
}
e l s e
{
max = a ;
min = b ;
}
}
Algorithm 4.5 Append new data branch to an existing datatree
p r i va t e void RunScript (DataTree<System . Object> x , DataTree<System . Object> y , r e f ob j e c t A)
{
i n t numX = new in t ( ) ;
i n t numY = new in t ( ) ;
numX = x . BranchCount ;
numY = y . BranchCount ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < numY; i++)
{
GH_Path path = new GH_Path( i ) ;
GH_Path path2 = new GH_Path( i + numX) ;
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < y . Branch ( path ) . Count ; j++)
{
x .Add(y . Branch ( path ) [ j ] , path2 ) ;
}
}
A = x ;
}
The following two codes actually do the same thing. They are presented here to
show the difference between accessing data as items or as lists
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Algorithm 4.6 This script creates a datatree where every element from input indexing
is allocated to the branch parcour.
p r i va t e void RunScript ( double indexing , i n t parcour , r e f ob j e c t OutTree )
{
DataTree<double> indexingTextTemp = new DataTree<double >() ;
GH_Path path = new GH_Path( parcour ) ;
indexingTextTemp .Add( indexing , path ) ;
OutTree = indexingTextTemp ;
}
Algorithm 4.7 This script creates a datatree where every element from input x is
allocated to the branch y.
p r i va t e void RunScript ( L is t<int> x , Li s t<Curve> y , r e f ob j e c t A)
{
DataTree<Curve> l i n e e = new DataTree<Curve >() ;
i n t b = new in t ( ) ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < x . Count ; i++)
{
b = x [ i ] ;
GH_Path path = new GH_Path(b ) ;
l i n e e .Add(y [ i ] , path ) ;
}
A = l i n e e ;
}
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Part II
Topology definition and shape
optimization
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Chapter 5
Scripted architecture
For every given task, there exist multiple ways to achieve it with a script. Given
a set of input, all those different scripts will give the same outputs, using different
procedures. The difference between two scripts relies on their efficiency, which is crucial
for the solver to analyze it fast. For istance, one type of optimization has been done
running a genetic algorithm which are notably slow. As a consequence, reducing the
computational time of the script was mandatory.
Planar logarithmic spiral The first part of the script is used to define a planar
logarithmic spiral and iterate it a certain amount of time, in order to fill a 360° angle.
Although this part may seem easy with a mathematical approach, it isn’t so straightfor-
ward to define it in Grasshopper. In fact, the reader must remind that in Grasshopper
is not possible to define curves as mathematical functions. The only way to do so, is
to discretize the given function to a number of point, then joining them with segments
or polynomial curves. Since the curves will change during optimization, it is advisable
to find the fastest solution, by computational time, describing them. A given amount
of circle (25) are created, with their radius increasing with exponential law
ri = a exp
ti
where a is the scale factor and ti represent a series of number, increasing linearly.
Those circles are then subdivided in n parts, which represent the number of spirals.
At this stage the result is a set of points lying on a concentric set of circles. Those
points are numbered so that joining all the first ones of each circle, will result in n radial
straight lines. By rotating each circle with radius ri+1, with respect to the previous one
with radius ri, by a fixed amount θ, the previously n straight lines become discretized
logarithmic spirals. Finally, by mirroring the set of spirals, the searched beam net is
found.
This first solution was good enough for our starting purpose, but lately it resulted
lacking of an important information, the set of point position where two mirror spirals
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cross each other.
In order to solve this issue, a second set of circles was created, each one rotated by
θ + θ
2
, with radius length equal to the exponential mean of the two near ones.
NURBS Nurbs are widely used in modern free form architecture and in free form
shapes in general. They were first discovered in the 1950s and deeply used in aero-
nautics and automotive industry, due to their ability to create smooth and precise
curves.
The B-spline basis functions used in the construction of NURBS curves are usually
denoted as Ni,n(u), in which i corresponds to the i-th control point, and n corresponds
with the degree of the basis function. The parameter dependence is frequently left
out, so we can write Ni,n. The definition of these basis functions is recursive in n.
The degree-0 functions Ni,0 are piecewise constant functions. They are one on the
corresponding knot span and zero everywhere else. Effectively, Ni,n is a linear interpo-
lation of Ni,n−1 and Ni+1,n−1. The latter two functions are non-zero for n knot spans,
overlapping for n− 1 knot spans. The function Ni,n is computed as
Ni,n = fi,nNi,n−1 + gi+1,nNi+1,n−1
fi rises linearly from zero to one on the interval where Ni,n−1 is non-zero, while gi+1
falls from one to zero on the interval where Ni+1,n−1 is non-zero. As mentioned before,
Ni,1 is a triangular function, nonzero over two knot spans rising from zero to one on
the first, and falling to zero on the second knot span. Higher order basis functions are
non-zero over corresponding more knot spans and have correspondingly higher degree.
If u is the parameter, andki is the i-th knot, we can write the functions f and g as
fi,n(u) =
u− ki
ki+n − ki
and
gi,n(u) =
ki+n − u
ki+n − ki
The functions f and g are positive when the corresponding lower order basis functions
are non-zero. By induction on n it follows that the basis functions are non-negative for
all values of n and u. This makes the computation of the basis functions numerically
stable. Again by induction, it can be proved that the sum of the basis functions for
a particular value of the parameter is unity. This is known as the partition of unity
property of the basis functions.
General form of a NURBS curve
Using the definitions of the basis functions Ni,n from the previous paragraph, a
NURBS curve takes the following form:
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C(u) =
k∑
i=1
Ni,nwi∑k
j=1Nj,nwj
Pi =
∑k
i=1Ni,nwiPi∑k
i=1Ni,nwi
(5.0.1)
In this, k is the number of control points Pi and wi are the corresponding weights.
The denominator is a normalizing factor that evaluates to one if all weights are one.
This can be seen from the partition of unity property of the basis functions.
5.1 Form finding: a user-driven minimal surface
Surface The mushroom is defined by two different surfaces: the lower one, which
describes the stem, and the upper one describing the head. Both of them have a
central axis independent of each other, thus allowing exploration of different shapes
of leaning mushroom or right mushroom. This is made possible by fine-tuning of the
central point of each middle section describing the two surfaces. Minimum surfaces
where used to find the surface, since they minimize the total area for given boundaries.
Actually, the form-finding was set as to let additional control on the mesh, hence the
surface is not exactly a minimal surface. The beam mesh was also analyzed to check
the torsion in the nodes.
Minimum surface In mathematics, a minimal surface is a surface that locally min-
imizes its area. This is equivalent to having a mean curvature of zero. The term "min-
imal surface" is used because these surfaces originally arose as surfaces that minimized
total surface area subject to some constraint. Physical models of area-minimizing min-
imal surfaces can be made by dipping a wire frame into a soap solution, forming a soap
film, which is a minimal surface whose boundary is the wire frame. However the term
is used for more general surfaces that may self-intersect or do not have constraints. For
a given constraint there may also exist several minimal surfaces with different areas
(for example, see minimal surface of revolution): the standard definitions only relate
to a local optimum, not a global optimum.
Minimal surfaces can be defined in several equivalent ways. The fact that they are
equivalent serves to demonstrate how minimal surface theory lies at the crossroads of
several mathematical disciplines, especially differential geometry, calculus of variations,
potential theory, complex analysis and mathematical physics.
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(a) Costa’s surface (b) Spiral
(c) Spiral
Figure 5.1.1: Example of minimal surfaces
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Head The main idea was to create a surface described by a smooth oblong closed
curve at the top, and a circle at the bottom. This because the aim was to find something
linking the regularized courtyard shape, with the most accentatrice curve: the circle.
Moreover, it was necessary to describe the slope and the transformation rate of the
surface.
The shape was found by setting the two boundary curves and consequently find the
minimum surface:
• bottom one: a circle;
• upper one: a smoothed rectangle.
The upper boundary is a NURBS curve (non-uniform rational bi-spline) created from
a rectangle whose corners were smoothed using a nurbs curve.
There were other kind of curves that could have been used for istance bezier curves
or simple splines.
Here three points were chosen: the middle points of two adjacent lines of the rect-
angle, and the corner between them. The corner point has a weight coefficient of 4
while the other two have a coefficient of 1. The ratio 4:1 decreases exponentially to
1:1, thus the starting curve 5.0.1 becomes a simple circle.
The minimum area was found by relaxing a generic planar mesh, and having it
respecting the boundaries. In the following, the step by step procedure is explained.
At first, one has to prepare the initial mesh. A very coarse mesh is created. The
mesh hence created doesn’t have to be respectful of the final design shape, but should
be at least of the same topology. In this case the topology is correct, since it’s a
domain with a hole inside. The mesh shape is not important, since in the second step
the boundaries of the coarse mesh are set to stick to the chosen, smooth, boundaries.
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(a) Initial mesh and boundary curves
(b) Relaxed mesh
Figure 5.1.2: Initial and final meshes
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Figure 5.1.3: Mesh relaxation algorithm
In figure 5.1.3 the full relaxation algorithm is shown. The mesh is subdivided two
times, meaning that from each initial quad 16 are generated, everyone self-similar. This
step just serves for having a finer mesh, which in turn will give a better smoothness
to the relaxed one. In fact, the more the subdivisions, the more the mesh resembles a
continuous surface.
The upper right part is used to make the flat mesh boundaries to stick to the
curved ones, positioned at the given height. One could have had each point sticking
to a given location, but it would have be incorrect, because that way the quads near
the boundaries would have been restrained. For a physical relaxation method to be
successful, one must try to create the more realistic environment possible. This means
having a fine mesh, the most possible similar to a continuous surface (as already said),
and letting it moving as freely as possible.
The so found shape has a nearly catenary slope, viewed from the sides, so this again
has an exponential trend. This is because the minimum surface between two circles, is
a catenoid.
The Shape change is exponential with height. As already said, the bottom curve is a
simple curve, which changes gradually to one whose definition is about to be explained.
Stem Even in the case of a surface connecting two parallel circles whose centers are
aligned, the solution is given by a catenary of revolution.
Here, the two needed constraints where the upper circular boundary and the thinnest
section. Since the designer wanted to have full control on the head, it is necessary for
the upper bond of the stem to be an independent variable. The thin section was set
to be the second boundary condition because it would be the most stressed one by
bending moment. Also, allowing it going up and down, it is possible to have control
on the bending moment caused by resultant shear forces at the head’s base.
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Part III
Panelization
61

Chapter 6
Glass panel mesh tweaking and
panelization
6.1 Mesh optimization
6.1.1 Introduction
Freeform shapes play an increasingly important role in contemporary architecture.
With the emergence of large-scale architectural freeform surfaces the essential question
arises of how to proceed from a geometrically complex design towards a feasible and
affordable way of production. This fundamental problem, in the architectural com-
munity referred to as rationalization, is largely related to the issue of paneling, i.e.,
the segmentation of a shape into simpler surface patches, so-called panels, that can
be fabricated at reasonable cost with a selected manufacturing process. The paneling
problem can arise both for the exterior and interior skin of a building, and plays a cen-
tral role in the design specification phase of any architectural project involving freeform
geometry. Recent technological advances enable the production of single- and double-
curved panels that allow a faithful approximation of curved surfaces. While planar
panels are always the most cost-effective, the progression towards the more expensive
general freeform panels depends on the panel material and manufacturing process (see
figure 6.1.1). Most commonly, curved panels are produced using molds with the cost
of mold fabrication often dominating the panel cost. Thus, there is a strong incentive
to reuse the same mold for the production of multiple panels to reduce the overall cost.
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Figure 6.1.1: Glass vs. concrete. Different relative costs for mold fabrication and panel
production for two different materials affect the distribution of panel types. For glass,
costs for producing double curved molds are significantly higher than for concrete,
resulting in a solution with more cylindrical panels. (Zaha Hadid Architects, interior
skin of Heydar Aliyev Merkezi Cultural Center, Baku.)
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6.1.2 Functional minimization
The case study, investigated in this thesis, is a bit different from those we read about
in literature. In fact, here panel position is already defined, meaning that one must
not find a conjugated network, optimize it, find smooth generatrix and so on (Refer
to [19]). Here panel boundaries are predefined, allowing only for small correctional
displacement, which will be entirely carried by the joint’s excursion. Therefore, the
energy involved in this relaxation is composed by the following parts:
• Ej is given by the distance between a mesh node and the initial beam joint,
• Ep is the planarization energy, proportional to the distance between panel’s cross-
ing diagonals,
• Econ is the conical mesh energy,
• Eχ is the curvature energy, the energy that tries to keep each line as curved as
the initial state.
The weights are defined, so that the total energy is:
Etot = 0.5Ej + Ep + 0.1Econ + 0.1Eχ
Each energy type must be always non-negative (since we want to minimize all of
them) and such that it is zero for x0. Therefore, one can think of an energy constructed
this way:
Ei = (xi − xi0)2 ki
which is a spring energy. One can think of applying springs, with rest length x0 and
let the system free to find its minimum (global or local, depending on the case). To do
so, a physical engine comes very handy, and luckily there’s one already implemented
in Grasshopper (see chapter 4.1). This method brings two main difficulties:
• All the minimizers should be somehow translated in a spring-like fashion;
• The user has to set the weight coefficients ki > 0.
The first point is not so hard to respect, for strictly mechanics physical measures
(distance, angle, curvature,...). Still, there could be physical phenomena hard to trans-
late in a particle system (amount of sunbeams intercepted, heat transferred, crowd
movements, etc...). For all the others, one just needs to apply springs, either linear
or bending, connecting desired points. Kangaroo offers even more complicated energy
derivation from complex phenomena, such as planarity, conic mesh, developability, and
more.
The second point depends completely on the user who has to set each coefficient
arbitrarily. In fact, those coefficients have no actual physical meaning, but only a
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pondering purpose. One can use some more refined procedures than the trivial “try
and error”, but even those methods are based on experience and tests.
Let’s see how each energy is derived.
Conical mesh Econ With Econ we try to create a conical mesh (See figure 6.1.2). A
conical mesh is a mesh whose nodes are torsion free. This happens when, extruding a
mesh accordingly to its node’s normals, extruded edges are planar. Since mesh edges
represents beams, a non-conical mesh would have either twisted beams or beams not
intersecting in the same line, but skewed to each other. The only other option would
be using circular hollow beams, only if aesthetic and structural reasons permit so.
Figure 6.1.2: In order to have no-twist nodes, the mesh should be conical. In a conical
mesh, each face insisting in a node, is tangent to a cone having the vertex in that point.
The energy related to conical mesh is derived as follows:
Econ = ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω4
where ωi are angles insisting on the same node, consecutive numbers mean the panels
consecutive too.
For more information, please refer to [7].
Distance between starting and final position Ej The distance between initial
and final position of each node is set to approach zero. Energetically, we can assume
there be a spring spanning from initial and final position, with zero rest length. Two
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cases were studied: one where nodes could only move along the normal direction of the
mesh, the other were they could move in the 3 directions. The second case gave better
planarization results, while skew distances were still admissible (i.e. allowed by node’s
excursion)
Planarization energy Ep The distance between each quad’s diagonal must ap-
proach zero. The distance between two skewed segment la and lb is defined as the
shortest segment perpendicular to both
‖n‖
min
so that
{
la · n = 0
lb · n = 0
As before, a spring is placed with zero rest length.
Curvature energy Ec How can we talk about curvature for a discrete curve? It’s
straightforward to pass from continuous derivatives to discrete ones. From the defini-
tion of derivative in x
t = lim
h→0
f (x+ h)− f (x)
h
the intuitive definition of the discrete derivative, in xi would be
tri = lim
h→0
f (xi+1)− f (xi)
h
where xi is the vector coordinate of point i and h is the distance between points xi
and xi+1.
This is the right derivative at point xi. This tangent vector is the direction of the
segment spanning from point xi to xi+1, that’s why is called right derivative. Then,
the left derivative is
tli = lim
h→0
f (xi)− f (xi−1)
h
As it’s obvious, neither of them is a good approximation of what the continuous curve
derivative would be. For completeness, best approximation could be the central deriva-
tive, depending on what our goal is.
tci =
tri + t
l
i
2
= lim
h→0
f(xi+1)−f(xi)
h
+ f(xi)−f(xi−1)
h
2
= lim
h→0
f (xi+1)− f (xi−1)
2h
Since curvature is the derivative of the tangent, using left and right derivative we
obtain
nci = lim
h→0
lim
h→0
f(xi+1)−f(xi)
h
− lim
h→0
f(xi)−f(xi−1)
h
h
= lim
h→0
f (xi+1)− 2f (xi) + f (xi−1)
h2
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this is the acceleration vector of the curve at point xi. One can even compute the
angle between two adjacent tangents α = arccos
(
tri ·tli
‖tri‖·‖tli‖
)
and construct a spring-
like energy as 1
2
α2k where k is the spring constant.
The last energy Eχ is not very useful, since the structure has a certain symmetry,
anyway it increases slightly the overall appearance.
Figure 6.1.3 shows the GH dashboard which has been used to monitor the relaxation
trend.
After a few steps, equilibrium is reached, with an increase of planarity as detailed
in figure 6.1.5 and 6.1.4. After the procedure, an overall reduction of curvatures of
13%, has been achieved.
Figure 6.1.3: Mesh relaxation in progress. The two bar graphs on the left shows initial
and final panel classes, respectively. On the right is shown the optimization trend for
(from top to bottom) low, medium and high curvatures.
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(a) X-displacement of the nodes
(b) Y-displacement of the nodes
(c) Y-displacement of the nodes
Figure 6.1.4: Node displacement after mesh relaxation
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Figure 6.1.5: Planarity optimization of the glass panel mesh
Node torsion
(a) Top view (b) Perspective view
Figure 6.1.6: Node torsion. Green means 0 torsion (torsion free nodes)
Quad mesh may happen to have consecutive vertex with non-coplanar normals.
This should be avoided for beams to be straight (i.e their cross sections must maintain
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normal direction all along the beam). Figure 6.1.6 shows beam torsion as a gradient
from green (zero torsion) to red (unfeasible).
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Chapter 7
Finding a set of curved panels
7.1 Symmetry loop
Results found so far are outcome of pure numerical optimization, this means that they
may not follow the double symmetry of the structure. A further refinement has been
done in this sense. Since the mesh point list is unordered, or at least not “symmetrically
ordered”, each 4 symmetrical nodes couldn’t be chosen by a pattern.
For this loop to find each 4-nodes group, each node is mirrored with both axis, then
it finds which points are within a 2cm distance (the algorithm checks whether or not
they are included in a sphere with 2cm radius and centered in that point). Once the
4 symmetric points are found, the algorithm finds their position, their average values
and set it to all the four of them. A similar algorithm is used for beam symmetry and
again after panel sets are found. In the latter cases, panels are changed with others
having average curvatures.
7.2 Finding the molds
Another GH definition has been used to analyze the mesh found so far, in order to find
a small set of glass that could be formed using the same mold. In addition to this,
it was created a dynamically updated index of all panels. There, one can find all the
panels with the four joints they are pinned to respectively, their orientation, the mold
to be used, their dimensions.
Panels were divided in sets so that for each of them, the most curved one had
χmax = 1.2χmin
Please note that curvature was used to find the sets, not radius, because it was
found this method to be more efficient (please, refer to [9]). This was done using a
custom C# sharp component created for this purpose , code7.1.
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Algorithm 7.1 Creates a set of panels, based on their curvature χ
pr i va t e void RunScript ( L is t<double> x , double y , r e f ob j e c t A)
{
Lis t<double> l i s t = new List<double >() ;
l i s t = x ;
double l = new double ( ) ;
DataTree<double> t r e e = new DataTree<double >() ;
i f ( y . Equals ( nu l l ) )
{
y = 0 . 0 5 ;
}
e l s e
{
i f (y<=0)
{
y = 0 . 0 5 ;
}
}
y = Math . Abs (y ) ;
i n t i = 0 ;
whi l e ( l i s t . Count > 1)
{
l = l i s t [ 0 ] − l i s t [ 0 ] ∗ y ;
GH_Path path = new GH_Path( i ) ;
whi l e ( l i s t [ 0 ] > l )
{
t r e e .Add( l i s t [ 0 ] , path ) ;
i f ( l i s t . Count > 1)
{
l i s t . RemoveAt ( 0 ) ;
}
e l s e
{
l i s t [ 0 ] = 0 ;
}
}
i = i + 1 ;
}
A = t r e e ;
}
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In figure 7.2.1 the reader can see how this dashboard looks like: the left part shows
panel curvature in both direction whilst, on the right, their localization. Table 7.1
shows an example of the information stored in each panel.
Panel Index Point index Support Index
0 0
0 1 12 2
3 3
4 0
1 5 46 5
7 1
8 0
2 9 610 7
11 4
Table 7.1: Excerpt from panel table
The results of this set finding is shown in table 7.2.
4.925 6.027 7.397 11.286 18.28 21.676 ≥30
-4.925 0 0 0 0 0 4 32
-6.027 0 0 0 0 4 4 8
-7.397 0 0 0 10 12 0 12
-11.286 0 0 0 26 12 4 32
-18.28 0 0 0 0 4 0 24
-21.676 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
≤-30 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
Table 7.2: Panel sets found after panelization
Panels with χ ≥ 30 and χ ≤ −30 are considered to be planar. Each panel and mold
was given a cost as function as planar glass, as shown in table 7.3
plane cylinder parabola torus cubic custom
mold 0 2 18 24 30 -
panel 1 2 5 5 5 35
Table 7.3: Panel cost, planar glass panels are the reference with unit cost equals 1
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The cost analysis is shown in table 7.3. The total is 890 base units which is a
reduction of roughly 87% from an all-custom panel arrangement. In figure 7.2.3, the
mold utilization is shown.
Figure 7.2.3: Panel distribution. Color indicates panel type: RED for planar, BLUE
for cylindrical and GREEN for Toroidal
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plane cylinder torus
mold 1 6 9
panel 46 108 80
total cost 46 228 616
Table 7.4: Total cost
7.3 Creating the molds
Once the molds are defined (9 tori, 6 cylinder in this case), they need to be actually
created, glass panels generated and put into position, to verify maximum deviations
and make a zebra analysis (see chapter 7.4). In figure 7.3.1 the reader can use the
flow chart to better understand the following explanation. All the panels whose both
curvatures are less than 30m, undergo the following procedure.
1. The algorithm starts from panel Pi=0;
2. The interpolating plane is found;
3. The panel is traslated and rotated, so that the interpolating plane aligns to the
plane Y Z passing through the axis origin O = (0, 0, 0)T ;
4. Using the information stored in each panel, a torus (or cylinder) is created ac-
cording to the required curvatures. The surface center is positioned in the origin,
symmetric with respect to plane XY ;
5. The panel is projected onto the torus (cylinder) along vector n = (1, 0, 0)T ;
6. The new shape is cut according to the projected panel;
7. The inverse transform is applied so that the new panel is brought back to its
original position;
8. About half the panels have curvatures inverted in sign, so they need to be flipped;
9. Go to panel Pi=i+1.
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Panel mid-plane
𝑖 → 𝐶1, 𝑗 → 𝐶2
Move and rotate to 
the YZ-plane
o= 0,0,0 𝑇
𝑛= 1,0,0 𝑇
Project points on 
mold
Create a 
torus/cylinder with
𝐶1 and 𝐶2
Projected panel is
created
Cut the panel
Apply inverse 
transform
Is it
flipped?
Done
Flip it
no
yes
Choose a new 
panel (i)
Retrive curvatures
𝐶1 and 𝐶2
for i≤n
Figure 7.3.1: Panelization flow chart
The maximum deviation between adjacent panels is 2.3mm.
In figure 7.4.2 the zebra analysis is shown, after having followed this procedure.
7.4 Zebra analysis
Zebra analysis is largely used in automotive and mechanical design, to see how neighbor
pieces match to each other. What it does, is simply rendering a pattern of straight thick
black and white strips (whence zebra) on a mesh or a surface (which will be converted
to a dense mesh, as there are no real continuous surfaces/spline in a computer). Zebra
lines order continuity is the surface’s less one, so that if two adjacent surfaces have
tangent continuity (level 1 continuity), zebra stripes will have simple continuity (level
0 continuity), and so on. This particular feature comes from the way they are generated.
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(a) G0 continuity (b) G1 continuity
(c) G2 continuity
Figure 7.4.1: Surface continuity
Position Only (G0) If the stripes have kinks or jump sideways as they cross the
connection from one surface to the next, the surfaces touch, but have a kink or crease
at the point where the zebra stripes jag. This indicates G0 (position only) continuity
between the surfaces. See figure 7.4.1a.
Tangent matches; curvature does not match (G1) If the stripes line up as
they cross the connection but turn sharply at the connection, the position and tan-
gency between the surfaces match. This indicates G1 (position + tangency) continuity
between the surfaces. Surfaces that are connected with the FilletSrf command display
this behavior. See figure 7.4.1b.
Position, curvature, and tangency match (G2) If the stripes match and con-
tinue smoothly over the connection, this means that the position, tangency, and cur-
vature between the surfaces match. This matching indicates G2 (position + tangency
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+ curvature) continuity between the surfaces. Surfaces connected with the BlendSrf,
MatchSrf, or NetworkSrf commands display this behavior. When you use surface edges
as part of the curve network, the NetworkSrf options allow any of these connections.
See figure 7.4.1c.
In figure 7.4.2 it is shown the zebra analysis on the initial surface and the analysis
after panelization.
7.5 Diverse procedures
Evolute is a powerful add-on for Rhinoceros, basically doing the same things the script
developed for this thesis does: mesh optimizing and panelization. Except that it does
it more smoothly. This tool is very user-friendly: every parameter can easily be set and
the whole process flows almost seamlessly and it allows the user to interact directly on
the GUI (Graphical User Interface, see figure 7.5.2). This comes out very handy when
one wants to select certain points or edges. On the other hand, the user has no control
over the optimization process, meaning that there’s no output for any step, and it’s
very hard to add a process in the Evolute’s streamline.
(a) Freeform meshing, case a (b) Freeform meshing, case b
Figure 7.5.1: From a corse mesh, Evolute deform it to make it resembling the given
surface
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(a) Mesh with non-coplanar nodes (b) Points are coplanar after optimiza-
tion
Figure 7.5.2: In Evolute, the user is allowed to interact with the model, directly from
the GUI
Recently, Evolute added the possibility of panelization. Basically, mesh optimiza-
tion finds the correct disposition of points, so that it looks smooth and pleasing every-
where. But a surface interpolating those points has non-zero gaussian curvature in each
point, with each point having different values. Therefore, it’s necessary to rationalize
the number of glass panels and molds for the surface.
Part IV
Structural optimization
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Chapter 8
Optimization using Genetic
Algorithms
8.1 Beam optimization
A first optimization has been conducted directly in Grasshopper. First of all, it should
be defined what is meant by optimization, what are the inputs and the outputs. By
optimization it’s meant the process with which, changing input values, the goal function
is minimized (or maximized).
Input As already said, the input parameters are:
• The number of beams;
• The angle made by beams with the polar vector;
• The scale factor;
• Height, depth and thickness of each beam section.
The first two bullet points were decided to be kept still. The first one because of
architectural consideration and degree of light obstruction. The second one was set
so that the angle between two crossing beams would be as near as possible to 90°.
This way all the glass panels have four 90° degrees angles, which is the best shape
possible because of the well known angle problems related to glass panels (see section
12.1.2). The scale factor is just a mathematical concept. In fact the logarithmic spiral
is infinite, instead of the archimedean spiral which founds its starting point in zero.
Because of this, it must be set a domain in which the spiral is described.
The last bullet point is what is really relevant to us. Cross sections are what really
drive structural failure and global stiffness requirements.
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Output The output parameters are a lot actually. In fact, the global output is the
entire structure, not only by the architectural point of view, but also its mechanical
behavior. In particular, in this first step, the beam stress will be the output taken into
consideration.
Goal function Inputs affect outputs by means of the grasshopper structure defini-
tion. The goal function collects all the necessary inputs in a single function which must
be minimized. The chosen parameter to be minimized is set to be the maximum stress
in each beam section, using the Von-Mises equivalent stress
σVM =
√
σ21 + σ
2
2 − 2σ1σ2 + 3τ 212 (8.1.1)
which for a generic beam loaded on one side becomes
σeq =
√
σ21 + 3τ
2
12 (8.1.2)
and in this specific case it would become
σeq =
√(
T · z
Ix
y +
N
A
)2
+ 3
(
T · e
2Ωb
+
T
Ix
y
b
)2
(8.1.3)
where
• T is the shear,
• Ix is the beam stiffness along x-direction,
• z is the beam curvilinear coordinate,
• y is the coordinate in y-direction,
• N is the normal load,
• A is the beam section area,
• e is the resultant shear eccentricity from the beam axis,
• Ωis the area inside the middle line of the beam section,
• b is the beam section thickness.
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8.2 Some theory behind Genetic Algorithms
The term Genetic Algorithm or Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) stands for a class of
stochastic optimization methods that simulate the process of natural evolution. The
origins of EAs can be traced back to the late 1950s, and since the 1970s several evo-
lutionary methodologies have been proposed, mainly genetic algorithms, evolutionary
programming, and evolution strategies [?]. All of these approaches operate on a set
of candidate solutions. Using strong simplifications, this set is subsequently modi-
fied by the two basic principles: selection and variation. While selection mimics the
competition for reproduction and resources among living beings, the other principle,
variation, imitates the natural capability of creating ”new” living beings by means of
recombination and mutation. Although the underlying mechanisms are simple, these
algorithms have proven themselves as a general, robust and powerful search mecha-
nism. In particular, they possess several characteristics that are desirable for problems
involving:
• multiple conflicting objectives,
• intractably large and highly complex search spaces.
As a result, numerous algorithmic variants have been proposed and applied to various
problem domains since the mid-1980s. The rapidly growing interest in the area of
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) is reflected by, e.g., a conference
series and some books. The following section, 9, focuses on algorithm design issues and
presents concepts and techniques that have been developed to deal with the additional
complexity caused by multiple objectives. These issues will be illustrated on the basis
of a specific algorithmic variant, namely SPEA2.
How does a Genetic Algorithm works? The baseline is simple. Every input has
a domain range, the set of n inputs creates a n dimension domain. The algorithm
creates a starting population evenly distributed along the whole n-dimension domain,
then each member is linked to a value given by the goal equation. Highest value
members are preserved and combine to each other giving offspring, while the others
are discarded.
Genetic algorithm were recently implemented in Grasshopper, as a built-in tool,
named Galapagos, which is an easy-to-use genetic solver (See [2])
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8.2.1 Pros and Cons
Pros For how little are used, all is not bleak and dismal however. Evolutionary
Algorithms have strong benefits, some of them are even rather unique amongst the
plethora of computational methods. They are remarkably flexible for example, able to
tackle a wide variety of problems.
Evolutionary Algorithms will happily chew on problems that have been under- or
over-constrained or otherwise poorly formulated. Even a pre-maturely aborted run will
yield something which could be called a result. It might not be a very good result, but
it will be a result of sorts.
Genetic Algorithms don’t usually need too much tweaking to work. Of course set-
ting up parameters correctly, would strongly improve the time needed for the algorithm
to converge, but it’s not mandatory. Traditional algorithms need to have integration
step and, generally speaking, parameters set correctly otherwise they are not going to
converge, never. They may be even converge to other solutions, which are not the good
one, thus being dangerous to use by unexpert users.
Finally, run-time process is highly transparent and browsable, and there exist a lot
of opportunities for dialogue between algorithm and human. The solver can be coached
across barriers with the aid of human intelligence, or it can be goaded into exploring
sub-optimal branches and superficially dead-ends.
Cons Firstly, Evolutionary Algorithms are very slow since they follow multiple paths
at the same time, and they may happen not to be the best ones at all. Each op-
timization process may run even for days. Since each iteration need to be run for
each different genome, it is compulsory make them as fast as possible. For instance, a
light/shadow or acoustic computation for example may easily take a minute per iter-
ation. Supposing there are needed at least 50 generations of 50 individuals each (just
to keep them low), the full computation will take about two days.
Secondly, evolutionary Algorithms do not guarantee a solution. Unless a predefined
good-enough value is specified, the process will tend to run on indefinitely, but this
may be a common problem for any kind of algorithm.
Computation time can vary a lot depending on the variables, solution space, param-
eters, goal function and so on. This means that an expert user should bring in mind
to manage a lot of different issues for optimizing the algorithm. Other algorithms may
have less configuration freedom and less running time required.
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8.2.2 The Process
(a) Domain being populated (b) First population members who don’t pass the
selection are dropped
(c) First population members who weren’t
dropped exchange their genes, thus giving birth
to offspring
(d) Certain survivors of the first population can
be dropped, according to the criteria chosen.
The area near the peaks become more and more
crowded at each new cycle.
Figure 8.2.1: Genetic Algorithm population
What you see here is the Fitness Landscape of a particular model. The model contains
two variables, meaning two values which are allowed to change. In Evolutionary Com-
puting we refer to variables as genes. Let’s say Gene A change: the fitness of the entire
model goes up or down. But for every value of A, it is also possible to vary Gene B,
resulting in better or worse combinations of A and B. Every combination of A and B
results in a particular fitness, and this fitness is expressed as the height of the Fitness
Landscape.
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A model with n genes would be a n-dimensional fitness volume deformed in n + 1
dimensions instead of a two-dimensional fitness plane deformed in 3 dimensions.
The initial step of the solver is to populate the landscape (or "model-space") with
a random collection of individuals (or "genomes"). A genome is nothing more than a
specific value for each and every gene. In the above case, a genome could for example
be A = 2 B = 13. The solver will then evaluate the fitness for each and every one of
these random genomes, giving the distribution shown in Figure 8.2.1a.
Once the fitness of every genome is known (i.e., the elevation of the red dots), it is
possible to make a hierarchy from fittest to lamest. Lowest fit genomes are eliminated
while the others are preserved, as shown in Figure 8.2.1b.
Now, the fittest genome is very unlike to be the searched solution, since all of
them were randomly selected. On the contrary, more evolution is needed with further
generations. To do so, the best performing genomes in Generation 0 breed to cre-
ate Generation 1. Two genomes breed, their offspring will end up somewhere in the
intermediate model-space, thus exploring fresh ground as shown in Figure 8.2.1c.
Repeating this process results in having populations less and less chaotic, which
moving forward to cluster around the three peaks, representing the function maximum
in the given genes domain. The algorithm halts when a certain generation is reached,
leaving the user the job to valuate the result.
In order to perform this process, an Evolutionary Solver requires five interlocking
parts, which will be discussed in the following. Let us enumerate them:
• Fitness Function
• Selection Mechanism
• Coupling Algorithm
• Coalescence Algorithm
• Mutation Factory
8.2.3 Fitness Functions
A fit individual is on average able to produce more offspring than an unfit one, so we
could say that fitness equals the number of genetic children. A better measure yet
would be to count the number of grand-children. And a better measure yet would be
to count the allele frequency in the gene-pool of the genes that made up the individual
in question.
At least in Evolutionary Computation, fitness is a very easy concept. Fitness is
whatever it is set to be by the user. If for example we are seeking to position a shape
so that it may be milled with minimum material waste, there is a very strict fitness
function that leaves no room for argument.
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Let’s have a look at the fitness landscape again and let’s imagine it represents a
model that seeks to encase an object in a minimum volume bounding-box. A minimum
bounding-box is the smallest orthogonal box that completely contains any given shape.
In the image below, the green shape is encased by two bounding boxes. B has a smaller
area than A and is therefore fitter, see Figure 8.2.2c.
(a) Steepest slope from a generic point in the do-
main, to a near peak
(b) Path followed by the population members
(c) Rectangle with the smallest area,
enveloping the shape.
Figure 8.2.2: Path to optimum point
Let’s say we manage to pick a random genome that is at the bad end of the fitness
scale, i.e. at the bottom of the fitness landscape. What is possible to say about the
blood-line of this genome? When the descendants of a particular genome are tracked,
there is always a large amount of randomness involved due to the workings of the
Solver, but there is a strong general tendency that can be distinguished. Just like
water will always flow downhill along the steepest slope, so genetic descendants will
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generally climb uphill along the steepest slope, as in Figure 8.2.2a.
Every individual tries to maximize its own fitness, as high fitness is rewarded by
the solver. And the steepest uphill climb is the fastest way towards high fitness. So
if the black sphere represents the location of the ancestral genome, the orange track
represents the pathway of its most successful offspring. Repeating this exercise for
a large amount of sample points will show something about how the Solver and the
Fitness Landscape interact, Figure 8.2.3a:
Since every genome is pulled uphill, every peak in the fitness landscape has a basin
of attraction around it. This basin represents all the points in model-space that will
converge upon that specific peak. It is important to notice that the area of the basin
is in no way representative of the quality of the peak. Indeed, a very poor solution
may have a large basin of attraction while a good peak might have a small catchment
area. Problems like this are typically very difficult to solve, as the solution tends to
get stuck in local optima. Problematic fitness functions will be discussed later on (see
figure 8.2.5).
First, let’s have a closer look at the actual fitness landscape (Figure 8.2.3a) for
minimum bounding-box model. It is remarkable how complicated results a fitting
function for such a problem which at first sight seems relatively easy. The x-axis
rotation is mapped along the Gene A direction and the y-axis rotation along the Gene
B direction. Hence, every point on the AB plane represents a unique rotation composed
of two angles. The elevation of this point is a direct mapping of the volume of the
bounding-box at those two rotation angles.
(a) Landscape view from above (b) Landscape view from under
Figure 8.2.3: Landscape views
The first thing to notice is that the landscape is periodic. I.e., it repeats itself every
90 degrees in both directions. Also, this landscape is in fact inverted as we’re looking
for a minimum volume, not a maximum one. Thus, the orange peaks in fact represent
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the worst solutions to this problem. Note that there are 16 of these peaks in the entire
range and that they are rounded. A view from the bottom up is shown in Figure 8.2.3b
It would appear that the lowest points in this landscape (the minimum bounding-
boxes) are both fewer in number and of a different kind: there are only 8 optimal
solutions and they are all very sharp, indicating a somewhat more fragile state. All
the solutions are of equal quality and there are no local optima at all. It is possible to
generalize this landscape to a 2-dimensional graph, as in Figure 8.2.5b.
(a) — (b) —
Figure 8.2.4: Co-domain
No matter where you end up as an ancestral genome, your blood-line will always
find its way to a minimum bounding box. There’s nowhere for it to get stuck. So it’s
really just a question about who gets there first. If we look at a slightly more complex
fitness graph, it becomes apparent that this need not be the case:
This fitness landscape has two kinds of solutions. The high quality sharp ones near
the bottom of the graph and the low quality flat ones near the top. The basin of
attraction is given for both solutions (yellow for high quality, pink for low quality) and
you can see that about half of the model space is attracted to the low quality solutions.
An even worse example (flipped upright again this time, so high values indicate
good solutions) would be the fitness landscape given in Figure 8.2.5b.
The basins for these peaks are very small indeed and therefore easy to miss by a
random sampling of the landscape. As soon as a lucky genome finds the peak on the
left, its offspring will rapidly populate the low peak causing the rest of the population
to go extinct. It is now even less likely that the better peak on the right will be
found. The smaller the basins for solution, the harder it is to solve a problem with an
evolutionary algorithm.
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(a) — (b) (c) —
Figure 8.2.5: Difficult fitness landscapes
Another example of a cumbersome problem to solve would be a discontinuous fitness
landscape as the one shown in Figure 8.2.5b.
Even though there are strictly speaking no local optima, there is also no improve-
ment on the plateaus. A genome which finds itself in the middle of one of these
horizontal patches doesn’t know where to go. If it takes a step to the left, nothing
changes. If it takes a step to the right, nothing changes. There’s no pressure in this
fitness landscape, so all the genomes will wander about aimlessly, until one of them
has the good fortune to suddenly step onto a higher plateau. At this point it will
quickly dominate the gene-pool and the wandering starts again until the next plateau
is accidentally found.
Even worse than this, though, is a landscape that has a high degree of noise or
chaos. A landscape may be continuous and yet feature so much detail that it becomes
impossible to make any intelligible pronunciations regarding the fitness of a local patch,
as in Figure 8.2.5c.
In a landscape like this, the parents may both be very similar and both be very fit,
but when they mate the offspring might end up in one of the fissures. A landscape like
this defies navigation.
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8.2.4 Selection Mechanisms
(a) Isotropic Selection (b) Threshold Selection
(c) Exponential Selection
Figure 8.2.6: Selection methods
Biological Evolution proceeds by Natural Selection, the ruthless force identified by
Darwin as the arbiter of progress. Natural Selection affects the direction of the gene-
pool over time by regulating who gets to mate. Using an Evolutionary Solvers require
to set who gets to mate. In the following, the mechanism for parent selection used in
Galapagos, are explained.
Isotropic Selection In figure8.2.6a you can see the isotropic selection. It’s the
simplest kind of algorithm you can imagine, actually it is the absence of a selection
algorithm.
In Isotropic Selection everyone gets to mate. No matter where you find yourself
on this fitness graph, your chances of ending up in a mating couple are constant. You
might think that this is a particularly pointless selection strategy as it does nothing
to further the evolution of the gene-pool. But it is not without precedent in nature.
Take for example wind-pollination or coral spawning. If you’re a sexually functioning
member of such a species, you get to play ball come mating season. Another example
would be females in a walrus colony. Every female in a colony gets to breed with the
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dominant male, no matter how fit or unfit she is. Isotropic Selection is certainly not
without function either. For one, it dampens the speed with which a population runs
uphill. It therefore acts as a safe-guard against a premature colonization of a local, or
possibly inferior, optimum.
Exclusive Selection In figure8.2.6b you can see the exclusive selection where only
the top N% of the population get to mate. If one is lucky enough to be in the top N%,
it’ll likely have multiple offspring. In fact, since only a small part of the population
breeds, in order to create a new population of the same size as the former, the top N%
will need to have a lot of offspring.
Biased Selection Finally, in figure8.2.7 is sketched a biased selection, where the
chance of mating increases as the fitness increases. This is something we typically
see with species that form stable couples. Everyone is basically capable of finding
a mate, but the really attractive individuals manage to have more aspiring partners,
thus increasing their chances of becomes genetic founders for future generations. Biased
Selection can be amplified by using power functions, which have the effect of flattening
or exaggerating the curve.
8.2.5 Coupling Algorithms
Coupling is the process of finding mates. Once a genome has been elected to mate by
the active Selection Algorithm, it has to pick a mate from the population to complete
the act. Galapagos performs a selection by genomic distance. Figure 8.2.7 shows a
Genome Map
Figure 8.2.7: Genome Map
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There are displayed all the genomes (individuals) in a certain population as dots
on a grid. The distance between two genomes on the grid is roughly analogous with
the distance between the genomes in gene-space. I say roughly because it is in fact
impossible to draw a map with exact distances. A single genome is defined by a
number of genes. We assume that all the genomes in a species have the same number
of genes (this is not technically a limitation of Evolutionary Algorithms, even though
it is currently a limitation of Galapagos). Therefore the distance between two genomes
is an N-Dimensional value, where N equals the number of genes. It is not possible
to accurately display an N-Dimensional point cloud on a 2-Dimensional screen so the
Genome Map is only a coarse approximation. It also follows that the axes of this graph
have no meaning whatsoever, the only information a Genome Map conveys is which
genomes are more or less similar (close together) and which genomes are more or less
different (far apart).
(a) Low range (b) High range
(c) Defined range (d) Double-boundary range
Figure 8.2.8: Type of range selection
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That red dot in figure 8.2.8 is the specimen member. It could be possible to limit
the search of potential partners to its immediate neighborhood. This means that it
will mate with individuals who are very much like it thus its offspring will also be very
similar.
When this is taken to extremes we call it incestuous mating behavior and it can
become detrimental pretty quickly. In the digital world of Evolutionary Solvers the
biggest risk of incest is a rapid decline in population diversity. Low diversity decreases
the chances of finding alternate solution basins and thus it risks getting stuck in local
optima.
The other extreme is to exclude everyone near you. At some point the genomes at
the other end of the scale become so different as to be incompatible.
This is called zoophilic mating and it can be equally detrimental. This is especially
true when a population is not a single group of genomes, but in fact contains multiple
sub-species, each of which is climbing their own little fitness peak.
You definitely do not want to mate with a member in a different sub-species, as the
offspring would likely land somewhere in the middle. And since these two species are
climbing different peaks, "in the middle" actually puts you in a fitness valley.
It would seem that the best option is to balance in-breeding and out-breeding.
To select individuals that are not too close and not too far. In Galapagos one can
specify an in-breeding factor (between -100% and +100%, total out-breeding vs. total
in-breeding respectively) that allows you to guide this relative offset:
Note that mate selection at present completely ignores mate fitness. This is some-
thing that needs looking into for future releases, but even without any advanced selec-
tion algorithms the solver still works.
8.2.6 Coalescence Algorithms
Once a mate has been selected, offspring needs to be generated. The biological pro-
cess of gene recombination is horrendously complicated and itself subject to evolution
(meiotic drive for example). The digital variant is much more basic. This is par-
tially because genes in evolutionary algorithms are not very similar to biological genes.
Genes in evolutionary solvers like Galapagos behave like floating point numbers, that
can assume all the values between two numerical extremes.
When we mate two genomes, we need to decide what values to assign to the genes
of the offspring. Again, Galapagos provides several mechanisms for achieving this.
Imagine we have two genomes of four genes each. The combination of M and
D is potentially a completely symmetrical process. A mechanism that is somewhat
synonymous with biological recombination is Crossover Coalescence.
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(a) The two initial chromosomes (b) Each chromosome gives a part of
its genes
(c) Each chromosome gives all its
genes, but they are melted in pairs
(d) Each chromosome gives all its
genes, but they are melted in pairs. In
addition, the melting is weighted
Figure 8.2.9: Chromosome interaction
Crossover mating here each offspring inherits a random number of genes from
parents. In this mechanism gene value is maintained.
Blend Coalescence will compute new values for genes based on both parents,
basically averaging the values:
It is also possible to add a blending preference based on relative fitness. If one parent
is fitter than the other for example, the former gene values will be more prominent in
the offspring
8.2.7 Mutation Factories
All the mechanisms discussed so far (Selection, Coupling and Coalescence) are designed
to improve the quality of solutions on a generation by generation basis. However all of
them have a tendency to reduce the bio-diversity in a population. The only mechanism
which can introduce diversity is mutation. Several types of mutation are available in
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the Galapagos core, though the nature of the implementation in Grasshopper at the
moment restricts the possible mutation to only Point mutations.
Before we get to mutations though, let us make a brief introduction on Genome
Graphs. A popular way to display multi-dimensional points on a two-dimensional
medium is to draw them as a series of lines that connect different values on a set of
vertical bars. Each bar represents a single dimension. This way we can quite easily
display not just points with any number of dimensions, but even points with a different
number of dimensions in the same graph:
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 8.2.10: Mutation examples
Here for example we have a genome consisting of 5 genes. This genome is thus a
point in the 5-dimensional space that delineates this particular species. When G0 is
drawn at 1
3
, it means that the value is one-third between the minimum and maximum
allowed limits. The benefit of this graph is that it becomes quite easy to spot sub-
species in a population, as well as lone individuals. When we apply mutations to a
genome, we should see a change in the graph, as every unique genome has a unique
graph.
Point Mutation occurs when a single gene value is changed. This is currently the
only mutation type that is possible in Galapagos.
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Inversion Mutation Where two adjacent gene value are swapped. They are only
useful when subsequent genes have a very specific relationship. It tends to drastically
modify a genome and thus in most cases also drastically modify fitness. This is almost
always a detrimental operation.
Addition and Deletion mutations Two examples of mutations that cannot be
used on a species which requires a fixed number of genes are .
8.3 Genetic Algorithms applied to structural opti-
mization
Using Galapagos Genetic Algorithm, in connection with Karamba structural analyzer,
gives the design workflow a strong edge over the so long looked for optimization loop
(design-evaluation-optimization). The optimization works like this
1. The genes are the beam cross section widths (height is fixed, and is the same for
everyone).
2. Thus, each chromosome describes all the section widths of the structure.
3. For each chromosome, Karamba’s engine solves the structure, finding the utiliza-
tion ratio of each beam.
4. For each generation, the top 10% is preserved, and a mutation factor of 5% is
allowed.
5. Goal function may vary. In fact, since it’s not the final solution we’re looking for,
one can use different chromosome reward criteria: the goal value can be given as
(a) the sum of each beam’s utilization factor;
(b) the sum of a non-linear function of each beam’s utilization factor
(c) the overall failure percentage
6. The algorithm is run, until a certain threshold is achieved. This threshold may
be a decrease in optimization velocity (which means convergence toward a status,
even if not the best one) the achievement of a given global utilization factor (i.e.
f =
∑n
i=0
stressi
resistancei
n
where n is the number of beams), or an overall success
percentage.
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If numbers from point 4 may seem a bit too high, that is because this procedure is
intended for a first step global optimization process: the local optimization will be
performed later, with a loop algorithm.
A remark on point 6: in this thesis two thresholds have been used: the first one
when the global utilization factor reached f = 2.0 and the second one for an overall
failure percentage s < 1. This may seem a non-sense, since it means that the structure
is overloaded and, more important, it may imply there be beams with f >> 1 while
others with f << 1. Again, we’re looking for approaching a global optimum. The
validation of this process has been made by analyzing final optimizations, using the
loop 10, and equivalent plate stress distribution (see figure ??). Both solutions were
examined, and brought to the final stage (loop optimization). Both resulted in the same
optimization, thus validating the final step’s reliability (loop). Moreover, it should be
remarked that the f = 2.0 threshold required a higher running time, with respect to
the latter.
8.3.1 Goal 1: beam utilization factor with non-linear weighted-
average
Once a chromosome is set, karamba runs the analysis and returns the utilization factor
UF for each beam. The value is set as a function v (UF ) of this utilization factor, here
I used the following expression:
νi =
{
UF i if UFi < 1
UF
2
i if UFi ≥ 1
with UF = kUF , where I set k = 0.8 as a safety factor. This way, failure values of UF
are being penalized. Then, the goal is
g = min
N∑
i=0
νi
To be honest, this algorithm took a lot of time, with a meager result. This is
comprehensible, since the number of genes were huge (∼ 1600) but, as already said,
the intent was only to approach the final solution.
8.3.2 Goal 2: overall failure percentage
Unlike the above procedure, here it is checked whether or not the whole structure fails.
The following formula is used:
νi =
{
0 if UFi < 1
1 if UFi ≥ 1
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g = min
N∑
i=0
νi
This second approach has a very discontinuous codomain, therefore it worked less
well.
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Chapter 9
Evolutionary Multi-Criterion
Optimization
9.1 Introduction
Multi-Criterion Optimization (also known as multi-objective programming, vector op-
timization, multi-objective optimization, multiattribute optimization or Pareto opti-
mization) is an area of multiple criteria decision making, that is concerned with math-
ematical optimization problems involving more than one objective function to be opti-
mized simultaneously. Multi-objective optimization has been applied in many fields of
science, including engineering, economics and logistics (see the section on applications
for detailed examples) where optimal decisions need to be taken in the presence of
trade-offs between two or more conflicting objectives. Minimizing weight while max-
imizing the strength of a particular component, and maximizing performance whilst
minimizing fuel consumption and emission of pollutants of a vehicle are examples of
multi-objective optimization problems involving two and three objectives, respectively.
In practical problems, there can be more than three objectives.
Multi-Criterion Optimization is really handy, if not the only feasible, when dealing
with more conflicting objectives. When there are more than one objective to minimize
(if one objective v must be maximized, one simply may minimize −v) there are two
options possible:
• Creating a value function, which weights all inputs. This function is likely to
be non-linear and most importantly, either the dependencies of those values are
known or they are arbitrarily set;
• Don’t create any value function, and retrieve the Pareto Front of the problem,
set of optimal solutions. Without additional subjective preference information,
all Pareto optimal solutions are considered equally good (as vectors cannot be
ordered completely).
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A solution is called non-dominated, Pareto optimal, Pareto efficient or non-inferior, if
none of the objective functions can be improved in value without degrading some of
the other objective values. Researchers study multi-objective optimization problems
from different viewpoints and, thus, there exist different solution philosophies and goals
when setting and solving them. The goal may be to find a representative set of Pareto
optimal solutions, and/or quantify the trade-offs in satisfying the different objectives,
and/or finding a single solution that satisfies the subjective preferences of a human
decision maker (DM).
EMO, short name for Evolutionary Multi-Criterion Optimization, uses Genetic Al-
gorithms to find non-dominated solutions. This way, each generation approaches more
and more the zero vector 0 (see figure 9.1.1).
𝑥1
𝑥2
𝑔1
𝑔2
𝑔3
Figure 9.1.1: Evolution of the Pareto front
Generating the Pareto 9.3 set can be computationally expensive and is often in-
feasible, because the complexity of the underlying application prevents exact methods
from being applicable. For this reason, a number of stochastic search strategies such as
evolutionary algorithms, tabu search, simulated annealing, and ant colony optimization
have been developed: they usually do not guarantee to identify optimal trade-offs but
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try to find a good approximation, i.e., a set of solutions whose objective vectors are
(hopefully) not too far away from the optimal objective vectors. Roughly speaking, a
general stochastic search algorithm consists of three parts:
• a working memory that contains the currently considered solution candidates;
• a selection module;
• a variation module as depicted in figure 9.1.2.
Figure 9.1.2: Components of a general stochastic search algorithm
As to the selection, one can distinguish between mating and environmental selec-
tion. Mating selection aims at picking promising solutions for variation and usually is
performed in a randomized fashion. In contrast, environmental selection determines
which of the previously stored solutions and the newly created ones are kept in the
internal memory. The variation module takes a set of solutions and systematically or
randomly modifies these solutions in order to generate potentially better solutions. In
summary, one iteration of a stochastic optimizer includes the consecutive steps mating
selection, variation, and environmental selection; this cycle may be repeated until a
certain stopping criterion is fulfilled.
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Figure 9.1.3: Outline of a general evolutionary algorithm for a problem with four binary
decision variables
9.2 Optimal Control
In engineering and economics, many problems involve multiple objectives which are
not describable as the-more-the-better or the-less-the-better; instead, there is an ideal
target value for each objective, and the desire is to get as close as possible to the desired
value of each objective. For example, one might want to adjust a rocket’s fuel usage
and orientation so that it arrives both at a specified place and at a specified time;
or one might want to conduct open market operations so that both the inflation rate
and the unemployment rate are as close as possible to their desired values. Often such
problems are subject to linear equality constraints that prevent all objectives from being
simultaneously perfectly met, especially when the number of controllable variables is
less than the number of objectives and when the presence of random shocks generates
uncertainty. Commonly a multi-objective quadratic objective function is used, with the
cost associated with an objective rising quadratically with the distance of the objective
from its ideal value. Since these problems typically involve adjusting the controlled
variables at various points in time and/or evaluating the objectives at various points
in time, intertemporal optimization techniques are employed.
Product and process design can be largely improved using modern modeling, simu-
lation and optimization techniques. The key question in optimal design is the measure
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of what is good or desirable about a design. Before looking for optimal designs it is
important to identify characteristics which contribute the most to the overall value
of the design. A good design typically involves multiple criteria/objectives such as
capital cost/investment, operating cost, profit, quality and/or recovery of the product,
efficiency, process safety, operation time etc. Therefore, in practical applications, the
performance of process and product design is often measured with respect to multiple
objectives. These objectives typically are conflicting: in other words, achieving the
optimal value for one objective requires some compromise on one or more of other
objectives. For example, in paper industry when designing a paper mill, one can seek
to decrease the amount of capital invested in a paper mill and enhance the quality of
paper simultaneously. If the design of a paper mill is defined by large storage volumes
and paper quality is defined by quality parameters, then the problem of optimal design
of a paper mill can include objectives such as:
• Minimization of expected variation of those quality parameter from their nominal
values;
• Minimization of expected time of breaks and
• Minimization of investment cost of storage volumes. Here, maximum volume of
towers are design variables.
9.3 Pareto Front
Pareto efficiency, or Pareto optimality, is a state of allocation of resources in which it is
impossible to make any one individual better off without making at least one individual
worse off. The term is named after Vilfredo Pareto (1848–1923), an Italian economist
who used the concept in his studies of economic efficiency and income distribution.
The concept has applications in academic fields such as engineering. Given an initial
allocation of goods among a set of individuals, a change to a different allocation that
makes at least one individual better off without making any other individual worse
off is called a Pareto improvement. An allocation is defined as "Pareto efficient" or
"Pareto optimal" when no further Pareto improvements can be made. For example,
suppose there are two consumers A & B and only one resource X. Suppose X is equal
to 20. Let us assume that the resource has to be distributed equally between A and
B and thus can be distributed in the following way: (1,1),(2,2),(3,3), (4,4), (5,5),
(6,6),(7,7),(8,8),(9,9),(10,10). At point (10,10) all resources have been exhausted. No
further distribution is possible - if redistribution continues, it will lead to a position
(11,9) or (9,11) that makes one better off and the other worse off. Hence, point (10,10)
is Pareto optimal; no further Pareto improvements can be made. Pareto efficiency
is a minimal notion of efficiency and does not necessarily result in a socially desirable
distribution of resources: it makes no statement about equality, or the overall well-being
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of a society [?]. The notion of Pareto efficiency can also be applied to the selection
of alternatives in engineering and similar fields. Each option is first assessed under
multiple criteria and then a subset of options is identified with the property that no
other option can categorically outperform any of its members.
9.3.1 Butter and Guns example
Figure 9.3.1: Guns vs Butter: Pareto efficiency
This example of a Production-possibility frontier provides a simple example for illus-
trating Pareto efficiency. Suppose that there are two agents in an economy, one that
only values guns and one that only values butter. Point A is not Pareto efficient be-
cause it is possible to produce more of either one or both goods (Butter and Guns)
without producing less of the other. Thus, moving from A to D enables you to make
one person better off without making anyone else worse off (Pareto improvement). The
locus of the point D is a curve BC, representing the limits of the current production
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efficiency. However, the curve BC is not in itself Pareto efficient. Moving to point B
from point A, is not a Pareto improvement, as less butter is produced. Likewise, mov-
ing to point C from point A is not a Pareto improvement, as fewer guns are produced.
However, the arc EF, joining points E and F on the frontier curve is Pareto efficient
within the achievable limits of current production capacity, with respect to A, i.e., only
the arc whose endpoints are created by the lines perpendicular to the co-ordinate axes
subtended from the point A and extended to meet the said curve at the respective
endpoints, is pareto efficient. It is commonly accepted that outcomes that are not
Pareto efficient are to be avoided, and therefore Pareto efficiency is an important cri-
terion for evaluating economic systems and public policies. If economic allocation in
any system is not Pareto efficient, there is potential for a Pareto improvement—an in-
crease in Pareto efficiency: through reallocation, improvements can be made to at least
one participant’s well-being without reducing any other participant’s well-being. It is
important to note, however, that a change from an inefficient allocation to an efficient
one is not necessarily a Pareto improvement. Thus, in practice, ensuring that nobody
is disadvantaged by a change aimed at achieving Pareto efficiency may require compen-
sation of one or more parties. For instance, if a change in economic policy eliminates a
monopoly and that market subsequently becomes competitive and more efficient, the
monopolist will be made worse off. However, the loss to the monopolist will be more
than offset by the gain in efficiency. This means the monopolist can be compensated for
its loss while still leaving a net gain for others in the economy, a Pareto improvement.
In real-world practice, such compensations have unintended consequences. They can
lead to incentive distortions over time as agents anticipate such compensations and
change their actions accordingly. Under certain idealized conditions, it can be shown
that a system of free markets will lead to a Pareto efficient outcome. This is called the
first welfare theorem. It was first demonstrated mathematically by economists Ken-
neth Arrow and Gérard Debreu. However, the result only holds under the restrictive
assumptions necessary for the proof (markets exist for all possible goods so there are
no externalities, all markets are in full equilibrium, markets are perfectly competitive,
transaction costs are negligible, and market participants have perfect information). In
the absence of perfect information or complete markets, outcomes will generically be
Pareto inefficient, because of the Greenwald–Stiglitz theorem.
9.3.2 Weak Pareto efficiency
A "weak Pareto optimum" (WPO) is an allocation for which there are no possible
alternative allocations whose realization would cause every individual to gain. Thus an
alternative allocation is considered to be a Pareto improvement only if the alternative
allocation is strictly preferred by all individuals. When contrasted with weak Pareto
efficiency, a standard Pareto optimum as described above may be referred to as a
"strong Pareto optimum" (SPO). Weak Pareto-optimality is "weaker" than strong
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Pareto-optimality in the sense that any SPO also qualifies as a WPO, but a WPO
allocation is not necessarily an SPO. Use in engineering
9.3.3 Example of a Pareto Frontier
Figure 9.3.2: Pareto Front
The boxed points represent feasible choices, and smaller values are preferred to larger
ones. Point C is not on the Pareto Frontier because it is dominated by both point A
and point B. Points A and B are not strictly dominated by any other, and hence do
lie on the frontier. The notion of Pareto efficiency is also useful in engineering. Given
a set of choices and a way of valuing them, the Pareto frontier or Pareto set or Pareto
front is the set of choices that are Pareto efficient. By restricting attention to the set of
choices that are Pareto-efficient, a designer can make tradeoffs within this set, rather
than considering the full range of every parameter. The Pareto frontier is defined
formally as follows. Consider a design space with n real parameters (corresponding
to the allocation of goods in the economics interpretation), and for each design space
point there are m different criteria by which to judge that point (corresponding to the
utility of the different agents in the economics interpretation).
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It is often assumed in engineering that the preferable values of each criterion pa-
rameter are the lesser ones (e.g. lower emissions or lower cost), thus minimizing each
dimension of the criterion vector is desired. Then compare criterion vectors as follows:
One criterion vector y strictly dominates (or "is preferred to") a vector y′ if each pa-
rameter of y is not strictly greater than the corresponding parameter of y′ and at least
one parameter is strictly less. Then the Pareto frontier is the set of points from y that
are not strictly dominated by any other point in y.
9.4 EMO applied to structural optimization
For a full explanation of Evolutionary Multi-Criterion Optimization (EMO), please
refer to the chapter 9 and to [13].
In this thesis, EMO has been used to maximize beams’ utilization ratio, while
minimizing deflections and mass. If mass were not included, one would still have
found several good solutions, statically admissible and respectful of the limitations on
deformations. Nevertheless, each solution would have different material usage, therefore
the optimal one is found for the least amount of material used.
This method requires huge amount of processing resources. At the beginning of
this thesis several attempts have been made to have decent results, without the hoped
success. Each generation took between 400 and 500 seconds to evolve. This is mostly
due to Karamba3D computation time: about 1.5 seconds per chromosome. Anyway,
some good results have been obtained and are showed in the following.
The parameters were set as follows:
• Mutation rate: 0.05
• Population size: 100
• Initial population size multiplier: x3
• Selection method: elitist 10%
• Tournament size: 2
• Crossover rate: 0.9
After 64 generations, a significant increase in UF was achieved. In figure 9.4.1 is plotted
the 3D co-domain of the solution at the last generation, and the gray delaunay mesh
is the pareto front. In figure 9.4.2 are shown the three axonometric projections of
the pareto front. From those pictures, some important insights on the structure and
the algorithm are derived. Figure 9.4.2b shows that structural mass and maximum
displacement are inversely related. The other two figures basically show that there’s
no direct relation between UF and displacement or mass.
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In figure 9.4.3 is shown the dashboard used to analyze the results, directly in Rhino.
It is evident how the algorithm successfully puts the highest amount of resistance and
stiffness to the right part, right where the load is located.
Figure 9.4.1: EMO optimization of UF (red), mass [kN] (green), displacement as SLS-
DEAD [m] (blue)
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(a) x: UF; y: Max δ (b) x: Mass; y: Max δ
(c) x: UF; y: Mass
Figure 9.4.2: Axonometric projections of figure9.4.1.
After having taken into account those results, another EMO optimization was per-
formed, this time in a 2D co-domain. Since no explicit correlation between UF and
mass nor displacement was found, UF was removed from the codomain. UF anyway,
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plays an important role in the structural design, maybe the biggest one. Therefore, it
was implemented in the algorithm, more precisely in the displacement δ, as
δUF =
δ
UF
The settings of the genetic algorithm are the same as before
In figure ?? is shown the new 2D pareto front obtained at generation 37. This
procedure was not much less time consuming compared to the 3D one, although it
allocates less RAM and hard-disk space, so it’s slightly better.
(a) Generation 0 (b) Generation 24 (c) Generation 48
(d) Generation 72 (e) Generation 96
Figure 9.4.4: EMO optimization, using δUF (green) and mass [kN] (red)
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Chapter 10
Loop Optimization
10.1 Structural optimization using a iterative process
For each beam, 
compute UF
Run analysis
𝑡′ = 𝑡(1 + 1.2(𝑈𝐹 − 0.9)3)
New thicknesses 𝑖𝑓 𝑡′ < 0.4, 𝑡′ = 0.4
Do all
beams have
UF<1?
yes
no
Loop ends
Figure 10.1.1: Structural optimization flow chart
Since it’s a loop, there’s no “good point” to start explaining from. Here’s a short
summary of what the loop consists about.
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1. Initial set of sections
2. Structural analysis
3. Retrieve utilization factors (UF) and max. deformation
4. Use UFs/deformation to increase/decrease beam’s section thickness
5. Go to point 1
1. Initial set of sections Let’s begin from having an initial set of beam sections,
each of those correctly assigned to its beam. The beams are divided in 4 sets, so it’s
easier to fine-tune properties of each class. The division is made at the very beginning,
by creating an ordinate sequence of beams. Each cross section is given an unique name,
so to be sure it matches with its correspondent beam.
2. Structural analysis The beams are given a steel355 material and their respective
cross sections. Then, the structure has been analyzed in Karamba (see section 4.2).
3. Retrieve UF and the maximum deformation Maximum deformation, both
for the DEAD case and the LIVE case (SLS) are retrieved from the analysis, as well as
the UF for the LIVE case (ULS). They are plotted on screen, to have a constant grip
on what’s going on during the loop (See figure 10.1.2).
4. Use UFs/deformation to increase/decrease beams’ section thickness
This is the core part. In fact, it’s here that new diameters are calculated from in-
put data. Three different algorithm have been investigated in order to find the most
suitable:
1. A pure resistance check algorithm, on every beam (ULS), expression 10.1.1 (the
one which eventually proved to be the most efficient);
2. A resistance check on every beam plus a global displacement check (ULS + SLS),
expression 10.1.2;
3. A resistance and strain check on every beam (ULS + SLS), expression10.1.3.
The following are the three expressions mentioned above:
ts+1i = t
s
i
(
1 + k
(
UFsi − UF
)3) (10.1.1)
ts+1i = t
s
i
(
1 + k
(
UFsi − UF
)3)
δs (10.1.2)
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ts+1i = t
s
i
(
1 + k
(
UFsi − UF
)3)
si (10.1.3)
where:
• tsi is the thickness for beam i at step s;
• UFsi is the utilization factor;
• UF is the target UF (=0.8 at the beginning, then 0.9);
• k is the scaling factor (it ranged between 0.8 to 1.5; in the final simulation it was
k = 1.2);
• δs is the maximum displacement, at the tip of the structure at step s;
• si is the strain for beam i at step s.
0 0.9 21.5 2.39
UF
0.49
1.34
2.73
1
5
t
Figure 10.1.4: Cross section updating curve trend
This is the key point of the whole optimization algorithm. For an algorithm to be
effectively useful, it should be reliable and fast, otherwise a manual calculation would
be more fruitful. If we plotted expression 10.1.2 we’d have the following curve trend.
The plateau is found for UFsi = UF = 0.8, where expression 10.1.2 returns the value
ts+1i = t
s
i for δs = 1. Moving away from the plateau, the rate of increase/decrease,
it’s slow at the beginning and high for UF far from UF. The choice of using a cubic
expression is derived exactly by this willingness of having an accumulation pool near
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UF and a fast-moving neighboring area. The scaling factor was set to k = 1.2 after
fine-tuning the loop to have a good compromise between speed and reliability.
A thickness control is then used, to make the range of variation fixed.
ts+1i = 0.4 for t
s+1
i < 0.4
ts+1i else
ts+1i = 5.0 for t
s+1
i > 5.0
(10.1.4)
Then, expression 10.1.4 is used to rectify some numerical and static problems
that may occur. The first one ts+1i = 0.4 for t
s+1
i < 0.4 is to set a minimum thick-
ness to the cross section, so to avoid buckling and ductility issues The second one,
ts+1i = 5.0 for t
s+1
i > 5.0 is because the shorter dimension of the cross section is 10,
so the maximum thickness is
10
2
= 5 . One can see how this function reward low UF
by slightly changing them, while penalizes UF>1 to make them dropping fast. The
overall expression is plotted in figure 10.1.4. In Grasshopper code, the aforementioned
expression, is given as in figure 10.1.5.
Figure 10.1.5: Pipeline used to optimize cross section
10.2 Loop results
Performance and convergence rate The optimization trend is plotted, in figure
10.2.1, for beam success (UF), total mass of the structure and average strain.
Fine-tuning The above described loop was performed under several different load
cases, as shown in figure 12.2.1. For each beam, the cross-section thickness was chosen
as the highest among those found.
Globally, mass (member thickness) was reduced linearly using the following expres-
sion:
t
′
= 0.3 (t− 0.4)
so that all the membrature’s utilization factor approached 1.0. Some element, having
UF > 1, required fine-tuning and its thickness was manually adjusted.
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The results of this optimization are double numbers (i.e 4.31354564687...) indicating
the member thickness, so those numbers were approximated to the nearest higher
integer. The sections required have been confronted with the industry availability:
Edilsider, SteelSupplies and Tata steel offer the cross sections needed (see table 10.1).
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(a) Overall success trend: 0 = all beams fails, 1 = all beams
resist
(b) Total mass trend [kN]
(c) Average strain among all beams
Figure 10.2.1: Optimization trend for beam success, total mass, average strain. Loads
are applied to the right part (blue), upper part (red), the whole head (green).
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Thickness Quantity
4 252
5 220
6 108
7 56
8 20
10 20
12.5 4
Table 10.1: Cross section used
10.3 Symmetry loop
Results found so far are outcome of pure numerical optimization, this means that they
may not follow the double symmetry of the structure. A further refinement has been
done in this sense. Since the beam list is unordered, or at least not “symmetrically
ordered”, each 4 symmetrical members couldn’t be chosen by a pattern.
For this loop to find each 4-member group, each member’s central point is mirrored
by both axis and find which 3 members’ central points are within a 2cm distance (the
algorithm checks whether or not they are included in a sphere with 2cm radius and
centered in that point). Once the 4 symmetric beams are found, the algorithm retrieves
their respective thickness by a list cull and set them to the highest one. Once this is
done, the loop counter is increased by 1 (i = i+ 1) and the new number is used to find
the i-beam and repeat the whole process. In picture 10.3.1 the grasshopper algorithm
is shown. To prove the robustness of the algorithm’s solution, the maximum deviation
found is 0.6mm and 1mm after having thicknesses rounded up.
Since a lot of changes have been made at this point, it was checked whether the
structure with updated thicknesses would fail or not. In case some members failed,
they would be fine-tuned again.
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Chapter 11
Design evolution
11.1 Initial phase: analysis of the Head
At the very beginning, several design were proposed, and described in 2.1. Here are
described the main variations and beam distribution, based on the chosen global shape.
One may argue that, even if the shape were chosen, it could have been dynamically
modified in order to optimize the structural system. That path was discarded for the
following reasons:
• Excessive computational time;
• Difficulty setting a not obvious design space, which eventually would have led to
trivial solutions.
Every design which have been investigated, was made by a cross net of hollow rectan-
gular sections, encastred, with glass panels simply supported on the 4 points.
It should be noted that each design, being topologically different from the previous
one, needed a deep change in the whole algorithm. At the end, the final algorithm
was fairly more complex than the initial one, but allowed for more sophistication and
topology tweaks.
11.1.1 First design
The initial design was made of 30x2 radial beams, which decreased along the stem to
10x2, due to excessive closeness and therefore fabrication problems. For this design,
only the head has been analyzed. The beams were 200x100 HRS, encastred between
them and pinned at the hoop, between head and stem. The resulting configuration,
even if visually pleasant, necessitated cross section beams with a very high thickness:
some of cross sections even needed to be full (see figure 11.1.2) . Moreover, the only
the head structure weighted more than 400kN: the structure was obviously overweight.
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Some trial were made with different cross section heights, such as 250x100, 200x150,
300x100, but total weight and forces in play were still too high.
Figure 11.1.1: Thickness distribution [mm] for design I
The same typology was used to make a second attempt. There the author put the
beams in 4 sets, each of them could be given different cross section properties (i.e.
height ranging from 150 to 250), then run the same loop optimization. This procedure
led to better results (see figure 11.1.2)
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Figure 11.1.2: Thickness distribution [mm] for design Ia
11.1.2 Second design
The second type investigated had a reduced number of beams (see figure 11.1.3), again
the cross section were 200x100 HRS, encastred between them and pinned at the hoop,
between head and stem.. There still remained high values of thickness, at 50mm.
Double checking the script brought up an error on load assignment from mesh to
beams, when multiple combinations were to be surveyed. Correcting the error lead
eventually to the situation in figure 11.1.4. This combination had an overall the dead
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load of 181kN.
Figure 11.1.3: Thickness distribution [mm] for design II
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Figure 11.1.4: Thickness distribution [mm] for design II
11.1.3 Third design
The third design had the same number of beams in the same disposition as the second
one and had the same cross section 200x100 HRS. Stiffening cables were added with
cable diameter of 20mm and a double weft of beams in the very outermost part. This
second layer were composed of smaller beams, 100x100 HRS, not supporting the over-
laying glass panels. This assembly doesn’t increase the number of joint required, since
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new beams (children) are simply welded on the lateral face of the bigger ones (moth-
ers). Child beam should pass through mothers, in order for them to efficiently transfer
stresses. The addition of those members, resulted in higher redundancy, thus smaller
areas of influence and a stiffer structure. Even so, the increase of weight (at 229 kN) is
not justified by the small increase in stiffness and overall cross section thicknesses.11.1.5
Figure 11.1.5: Thickness distribution [mm] for design III
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11.2 Second phase: analysis of the complete structure
The second design configuration was the best trade-off between aesthetics and struc-
tural performance. The second phase consisted in adding displacement optimization
and the analysis of the complete structure. In this part, equation 10.1.3 was used to
optimize the structure. Results of this optimization can be found in paragraph 13.1.
Every beam has a different length, therefore two are the viable ways to assembly the
structure:
• By having each beam cut in the steel factory: in doing so, the manufacturer must
be provided with a table showing all the required beam lengths
• By cutting them in situ. This way the manufacturer will send us some sets of
beams, each set having the same length. After that, all the beams will be cut in
the construction site.
Whichever option were to be chosen, a unique table must be created showing the exact
length for each beam, which is fairly simple to script. In addition to that, in the second
scenario, a table with the steel factory measures is to be made. In order to do this, one
must subdivide each “thickness” set, in more sets, each of them having beams of the
same length. The amount of those subset is to be discussed with the factory, as what
is the best trade-off for both parts.
In figure 11.2.1 it is shown the distribution, accumulating near UF=0.9.
Figure 11.2.1: Thickness distribution [mm] for design Ia, GH dashboard
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Part V
Structural design
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Chapter 12
Structural analysis
Several structural analysis software were used in this thesis. Although Karamba3D was
the mostly used, SAP2000 and ABAQUS came in the design process at some point. In
particular, SAP2000 was used to confirm the results found with Karamba3D. It would
have been impossible to export the structural model from GH to SAP2000 without a
plugin: Geometry Gym. For more information on Geometry Gym, please refer to 4.2.
12.1 Materials
The materials used in this project are two: steel and glass. There’s a relatively long
tradition of steel and glass roofings, starting from the 19th century roofed galleries (See
figure 12.1.1).
Why are these materials chosen? The reasons are the following:
• High transparency;
• High span: they can be supported only on the boundaries;
• Low weight: usually they are placed on existing buildings, so loads shouldn’t be
increased too much.
In the following, a brief reminding and explanation of the material used can be found.
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Figure 12.1.1: Elizabeth II Great Court in the British Museum, London
12.1.1 Steel
There are various type of steel, an excerpt is plotted in Figure 12.1.2. S355 was chosen
because of the high resistance required, on the contrary ductility was since the structure
is designed in elastic behavior.
Characteristics Structural steel differs from concrete in its attributed compressive
strength as well as tensile strength.
Strength Having high strength, stiffness, toughness, and ductile properties, struc-
tural steel is one of the most commonly used materials in commercial and industrial
building construction.
Manufacturing Structural steel can be developed into nearly any shape, which are
either bolted or welded together in construction. Structural steel can be erected as
soon as the materials are delivered on site, whereas concrete must be cured at least 1–2
weeks after pouring before construction can continue, making steel a schedule-friendly
construction material.
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Fire resistance Steel is inherently a noncombustible material. However,when heated
to temperatures seen in a fire scenario, the strength and stiffness of the material is
significantly reduced. The International Building Code requires steel be enveloped in
sufficient fire-resistant materials, increasing overall cost of steel structure buildings.
Corrosion Steel, when in contact with water, can corrode, creating a potentially
dangerous structure. Measures must be taken in structural steel construction to prevent
any lifetime corrosion. The steel can be painted, providing water resistance. Also, the
fire resistance material used to envelope steel is commonly water resistant.
Figure 12.1.2: Steel stress-strain curve
12.1.2 Glass
Glass is usually employed as a shelter, or envelop for the building. It guarantees solar
lightning, whilst at the same time protection from external adverse conditions. Due to
recent technological advancements, it’s mechanical properties can be exploited. Glass
panels can be colored, multilayered with films in between panels, so as to five protection
from UV rays, or as to change transmissivity with heat.
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Density 2,5 kg/dm3
Hardness 6,5 ( Mohs)
Stiffness module 75000 N/mm2
Poisson’s coefficient 0,23
Compression failure load 1000 N/mm2
Maximum traction load 40 N/mm2
Maximum bending load 40 N/mm2
Thermal dilatation coefficient 9 · 10−6
Thermal transmissivity 1 kcal/h•m °C
Table 12.1: Glass characteristics
Only FLOAT or tempered glass is acceptable for structural use. Nowadays, the
fail-safe method is employed, which consists in using a multilayered panel, so that in
case of a layer failure, the others will support the load.
Italian codes, and Eurocodes, have not yet sufficient prescription on glass use. They
lack of detailing prescriptions, diverse load cases, border finishing, cracking issues.
Figure 12.1.3: Float glass production chain
Float Glass Float glass uses common glass-making raw materials, typically consist-
ing of sand, soda ash (sodium carbonate), dolomite, limestone, and salt cake (sodium
sulfate) etc. Other materials may be used as colorants, refining agents or to adjust the
physical and chemical properties of the glass.
1. The raw materials are mixed in a batch mixing process, then fed together with
suitable cullet (waste glass), in a controlled ratio. The mixture is wet, so that it
won’t release dust. The whole process is computer controlled.
2. The production phase is subdivided into three main parts:
(a) The mixture is brought into a furnace where it is heated to approximately
1500 °C. Common flat glass furnaces are 9 m wide, 45 m long, and contain
more than 1200 tons of glass.
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(b) The homogenization process, where gas bubbles are eliminated.
(c) The cooling process at low viscosity, where the temperature of the glass
is stabilized to approximately 1200 °C to ensure a homogeneous specific
gravity.
3. The molten glass is fed into a "tin bath", a bath of molten tin (about 3–4 m wide,
50 m long, 6 cm deep) at about 1100°C, from a delivery canal and is poured into
the tin bath by a ceramic lip known as the spout lip. The amount of glass allowed
to pour onto the molten tin is controlled by a gate called Tweel. Tin is suitable
for the float glass process because it has a high specific gravity, is cohesive, and
immiscible into the molten glass. Tin, however, oxidizes in a natural atmosphere
to form Tin dioxide (SnO2). Known in the production process as dross, the tin
dioxide adheres to the glass. To prevent oxidation, the tin bath is provided with
a positive pressure protective atmosphere consisting of a mixture of nitrogen and
hydrogen. The glass flows onto the tin surface forming a floating ribbon (hence
the name “float glass”) with perfectly smooth surfaces on both sides and an even
thickness. As the glass flows along the tin bath, the temperature is gradually
reduced from 1100 °C until the sheet can be lifted from the tin onto rollers
at approximately 600 °C. The glass ribbon is pulled off the bath by rollers at a
controlled speed. Variation in the flow speed and roller speed enables glass sheets
of varying thickness to be formed. Top rollers positioned above the molten tin
may be used to control both the thickness and the width of the glass ribbon.
4. A pyrolitic layer may be added, to add extra properties to the glass, such as low
emissivity, different transparency, etc..
5. Glass can now be heated again (heat tempering), to increase mechanical proper-
ties.
6. Once off the bath, the glass sheet passes through a so called étenderie, a cooling
tunnel, for approximately 100 m, where it is further cooled gradually from 620°C
to 250°C so that it anneals without strain and does not crack from the change in
temperature. A slow air cooling comes right after, in order to eliminate internal
stress. On exiting the "cold end" of the kiln, the glass is cut by machines.
Tempered glass With this method, the external layer is precompressed, so that
when bended, the external part won’t fissure. Moreover, when the glass breaks, only
small fragments with no sharp edges are generated.
For glass to be considered toughened, this compressive stress on the surface of
the glass should be a minimum of 69 MPa. For it to be considered safety glass, the
surface compressive stress should exceed 100 MPa. The greater the surface stress,
the smaller the glass particles will be when broken. It is this compressive stress that
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gives the toughened glass increased strength. This is because any surface flaws tend
to be pressed closed by the retained compressive forces, while the core layer remains
relatively free of the defects which could cause a crack to begin.
Any cutting or grinding must be done prior to tempering. Cutting, grinding, sharp
impacts and sometimes even scratches after tempering will cause the glass to fracture.
The glass solidified by dropping into water, known as "Prince Rupert’s Drops", which
will shatter when their "tails" are broken, are extreme examples of the effects of internal
tension. The strain pattern resulting from tempering can be observed with polarized
light or by using a pair of polarizing sun glasses.
Toughened glass must be cut to size or pressed to shape before toughening and
cannot be re-worked once toughened. Polishing the edges or drilling holes in the glass
is carried out before the toughening process starts. Because of the balanced stresses
in the glass, damage to the glass will eventually result in the glass shattering into
thumbnail-sized pieces. The glass is most susceptible to breakage due to damage to
the edge of the glass where the tensile stress is the greatest, but shattering can also
occur in the event of a hard impact in the middle of the glass pane or if the impact is
concentrated (for example, striking the glass with a point). Using toughened glass can
pose a security risk in some situations because of the tendency of the glass to shatter
completely upon hard impact rather than leaving shards in the window frame. The
surface of tempered glass does exhibit surface waves caused by contact with flattening
rollers, if it has been formed using this process. This waviness is a significant problem
in manufacturing of thin film solar cells.
Laminated glass
Figure 12.1.4: Laminated glass
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Laminated glass is a type of safety glass that holds together when shattered. In
the event of breaking, it is held in place by an interlayer, typically of polyvinyl butyral
(PVB), between its two or more layers of glass. The interlayer keeps the layers of glass
bonded even when broken, and its high strength prevents the glass from breaking up
into large sharp pieces. This produces a characteristic "spider web" cracking pattern
when the impact is not enough to completely pierce the glass. Laminated glass is
normally used when there is a possibility of human impact or where the glass could
fall if shattered. Skylight glazing and automobile windshields typically use laminated
glass. In geographical areas requiring hurricane-resistant construction, laminated glass
is often used in exterior storefronts, curtain walls and windows. The PVB interlayer
also gives the glass a much higher sound insulation rating, due to the damping effect,
and also blocks 99% of incoming UV radiation.
A typical laminated glass is composed as follows:
• Glass
• Transparent thermoplastic material like TPU, PVB or EVA
• LED (light emitting diodes) on transparent conductive Polymer
• Transparent thermoplastic material like TPU, PVB or EVA
• Glass
12.2 Load analysis
Loads taken into account are:
1. Self load (dead)
2. Snow load
3. Live load
4. Wind load
5. Seismic load
The first four loads are static, whilst the last one is dynamic. While performing struc-
tural optimization, only static loads were considered. This is due for two reasons
mainly.
The first reason is that implementing seismic load into iterative optimization would
have caused one more step to add. In fact, after having chosen profiles able to sustain
static loads, the algorithm should have calculated dynamic actions due to modal forms,
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re-analyze the structure and re-optimize each beam section. In the end, the convergence
algorithm would have included another convergence loop inside it.
The second reason, which allows to ease the problem, is because of the low structure
weight. In fact, during the first project steps, it was considered to be around 400Ton,
which implied relatively low seismic loads, compared to ULS.
Various load cases were taken into account, as prescribed by Eurocodes and NTC2008
to maximize stress in each beam, and various load patterns (see pictures 12.2.1). Then,
each beam was assigned the highest thickness found from those combinations (some-
thing like an envelope of thicknesses, see table 12.2) and all the analysis were performed
again.
(a) Full (b) One corner
(c) Half (d) Two corners
Figure 12.2.1: Load Patterns
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# uniform left right one corner opposite corners envelope
1 5 14 12 4 5 14
2 7 5 8 4 4 8
3 6 5 7 4 4 7
4 13 7 9 4 6 13
5 5 4 7 4 5 7
6 12 4 12 4 12 12
7 6 4 6 4 6 6
Table 12.2: Thicknesses from every load patterns and envelope
12.2.1 Static loads (except snow)
Self load (dead) Self load or dead load, are automatically found by any structural
software, once material density is provided, therefore no particular analysis had to be
performed.
Live load Live load is 0.5kN/m2. Several load pattern were considered:
• uniform distribution;
• asymmetric distribution, the upper/lower parts and the left/right parts;
• the four corners, each taken individually;
• two opposite corners simultaneously.
Wind load Wind distribution was not easy to chose, in fact the structure hardly
fall into any typology described by regulations. In fact, it partly closes a courtyard,
but still letting air flowing just beneath it. Hardly can it be classified as a shelter in
open space since it’s surrounded by high buildings all around. Nevertheless, the latter
configuration was chosen since it was the most critical one, see figure 12.2.2.
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Figure 12.2.2: Wind load distribution on a shelter, NTC08
12.2.2 Snow load
According to NTC2008 rules, to the building lot analyzed the following coefficients
apply:
qsk CE CT
0.6 1 1
and
qs = µ3qskCECT
for cylindrical section roofs, µ3 is found as in picture 12.2.3.
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Figure 12.2.3: Snow load µ3 coefficient
where
µ3 = 0.2 + 10
h
b
≤ 2.0
in this case it is
µ3 = 2.0
In figure 12.2.4 are shown the µi coefficients that have been applied in this snow
distribution.
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(a) Snow distribution, XY-plan view
(b) Snow distribution, 3D view
Figure 12.2.4: µi coefficients applied for each panel
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A different approach was also used do determine the exact snow load for each panel.
µ1 was found for each point on the surface following the NTC standards:
0.8 0° ≤ α < 30°
0.8(60−α)
30
30° ≤ α < 60°
0 60° ≤ α
then, snow load can be found for both cases: with wind or without. For each panel,
the normal vector is calculated in the barycenter, according to the initial surface, thus
this calculation is independent from geometrical optimization. Then, the angle α is
found for each panel and a specific snow load is created accordingly.
Both cases were analyzed in order to maximize beam stress and overall displace-
ment.
Finally, the plastic “bag” located in the middle hole was considered to be filled with
snow in both combinations.
12.3 Steel members
The choice of the members to be used was mainly derived by aesthetic means. The
choice ranged among three main cross section types:
• Rectangular hollow section (RHS);
• Circular hollow section (CHS);
• IPE or HEA.
The third choice was definitely the least appealing. To make it visually acceptable,
each beam would have needed to be wrapped in a U thin steel section, or at least two
plate welded on the sides. Welding is probably the best choice to prevent wet to go
inside the cavity.
CHS would have been the most suitable choice, since they won’t have suffered from
the torsion issues linked to non-conical mesh. RHS are more pleasing, more suited for
the shape they are asked to form: the rotation of the section, following main curvature
lines, emphasize the whole structure’s dynamic.
After taking into account all this considerations, it was chosen to use rectangular
hollow sections. This made of primary importance making the mesh as conical as
possible.
The analysis was done on Karamba3D and the final one on SAP2000. The analysis
was Static Linear, and the sections were verified without profiting from the plastic strain
part: this was done to allow for better fine tuning afterwards, also when considering
seismic load.
The structure has been wholly elastic designed because of these reasons:
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• Maximum strain for beams had to be low, because of their connection with glass
panels;
• Since the structure is very slender, maximum deflection was an important con-
strain to the design;
• Most beams are class 3 or higher.
For those reasons, the whole structure is designed to remain in the elastic field, not
using any additional plastic reserve.
The cross section class is found as follows. All beams have rectangular cross section,
250x100mm with thickness varying from 4 to 12.5mm. According to table 12.4, cross
section slenderness is as shown in table 12.3. Those results must be compared with
42 = 42
√
235
355
= 34.0
t c c
t
4 252 60.5
5 220 48.0
6 108 39.7
7 56 33.7
8 20 29.3
10 20 23.0
12.5 4 18.0
Table 12.3: Cross section slenderness. Sections with t < 7 happen not to comply with
the requirements to be class 3.
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Table 12.4: Section ductility classes, according to NTC08
Elements whose thickness is t = (4, 5, 6) are class 4, so their effective length must
be found and be used instead of the geometrical one. This is because the excessive
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slenderness of the section may induce local buckling, so the parts far from the edges
(i.e. less stiff) need not to be considered in computation, in order for us to perform an
elastic analysis. Effective length can be easily calculated using UK rules as:
leff = 15t
√
235
355
(12.3.1)
which brings to the results shown in table 12.5, which shows how all class 4 sections
are verified.
t 4 5 6
leff 49 61 73
NRd,E 555 788 1050
NEd 379 381 244
Table 12.5: Cross section design using effective length
Chapter 13
Structural design
13.1 Steel members
NTC08 imposes the following structural controls on welding. In table 13.1 an excerpt
is shown, from the excel worksheet used to verify the welding of all the 688 beams.
Figure 13.1.1: Welding design according to NTC08
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# N V My Mt N V My Mt
nN tVz// N
y ny V// t
Mt
// n
N t
Vy
// N
z nz V// t
Mt
// σ
Y
w,Ed σ
Z
w,Ed
681 8.6 5.4 42449 60.6 0.9 0.0 34.4 1.0 -45502 37.9 2.1 0.0 100.5 85.1
682 1.6 9.7 52524 75.0 -8.6 0.0 6.3 7.9 -61244 51.0 -21.0 0.0 120.0 68.1
683 13.2 1.8 -14234 20.3 -4.4 0.0 52.8 10.3 92618 77.2 -10.6 0.0 60.6 153.4
684 13.3 1.6 -13480 19.3 4.7 0.0 53.1 10.3 92931 77.4 11.5 0.0 59.2 154.0
Table 13.1: Welding design. Force is in N and stress in N
mm2
Beams were automatically verified inside Grasshopper, using Karamba. The final
model eventually has been exported to SAP2000 and double-checked.
13.2 Glass panels
Glass is a difficult material to work with, as was pointed out in 12.1.2. In this case, glass
panels are also curved, bringing the problem to a more difficult level. Here, toughened
glass was used, two layers of 15mm each, interposed by a special reflecting membrane,
activated by high temperature.
Every glass panel was automatically checked by the structural software. Since
showing each panel analysis wouldn’t be too interesting, in the following only two
examples are described, which somehow envelope every other situation. Glass panels
do not contribute to overall stiffness or resistance, this allows for them supporting only
their dead load plus live (snow, wind, inspection).
Construction standards suggest to place holes at a distance d = max (30mm, 1.5t)
from the boundaries boundaries and the minimum corner distance d = 4t.
The chosen toughened glass has the following strength characteristics:
• fg,k = 45 N/mm2
• fb,k = 120 N/mm2
• γM = 1.40
• kp = 0.90
• Kmod = 1.00
The strength for glass panels changes accordingly to the load application time, thus
we analyze three different cases:
1. Long load duration (DEAD) kmod = 0.29
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2. Medium load duration (Snow) kmod = 0.43
3. Short load duration (Wind) kmod = 0.67
which bring to the following resistances, shown in table 13.2
Load case fg,d[N/mm2]
Dead 53.84
Snow 56.55
Wind 67.60
Table 13.2: Glass resistance under different load conditions
In the following two example cases are shown and analyzed, under the worst load
combination, as stated in NTC08.
1. Case 1: Small panel, high snow load (1.90x1.90m)
2. Case 2: Large panel, low snow load (2.80x2.80m)
(a) Case 1, FEM analysis (b) Case 2, FEM analysis
Figure 13.2.1: Analysis on a small panel and a large one
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Case 1 Case 2
Load case P [kN/m2] σmax fgd P [kN/m2] σmax fgd
Dead 0.75 6.34 53.84 0.75 15.38 53.84
Snow 1.80 15.39 56.55 0.9 23.07 56.55
Wind 1.35 10.15 67.60 1.35 25.32 67.60
Live 0.5 4.28 56.55 0.5 12.82 56.55
ULS envelope 5.07 32.31 56.55 4.26 35.8 56.55
Table 13.3: Small panel analysis
13.3 Seismic analysis
The structure is designed as not having ductility, thus q = 1. The soil is made of clay:
according to NTC08, it falls in class D and the topographic type T1. The structure is
not regular in height (stiffness, mass, dimensions, all vary greatly with height). Those
types lead to the spectra plotted in figure 13.3.1. In table 13.4 modal eigenvalues and
participating mass are shown.
Figure 13.3.1: Seismic elastic response spectra
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13.4 Buckling analysis
After a buckling analysis for each beam, global analysis was also performed. Actually,
two analysis were run, one with symmetric load distribution and another with asym-
metric one. Since a fully non-linear analysis comprehensive of material non-linearity, is
very time-consuming, and even difficult to set for it to reach convergence, only linear
analysis were performed.
For the elastic linear analysis to be considered successful, a collapse multiplier of at
least λc ≥ 4÷5 should be reached. This is because if λ1 < λc, the structure would find
itself in the right part of the curve, thus not being able to reach the plastic resistance
fy. If so, the structural design method used so far would be inconsistent, since the
maximum admissible stress would be σ < fy. A buckling normalized curve is pictured
in figure 13.4.1 to better understand this behavior.
Figure 13.4.1: Buckling curve of real beams and ideal ones
The deformed shape is shown in figure 13.4.2, its related collapse multiplier is
λ1 = 5.6, due to asymmetric load.
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Figure 13.4.2: Buckling deformed shape
13.5 Node
In this roofing there are 232 beam intersections, only in the head part, and 188 glass
panels are pinned on them. The designer had to conceive a node capable of transferring
stresses from one beam to the other, while giving the glass support enough freedom.
Because of fabricability, each node should be the same, but at the same time it must
be adaptable to every configuration in the design. The node was chosen to be of cast
iron, with a base shape as shown in figure 13.5.1a.
As said in the introduction, one of the peculiar characteristic of logarithmic spirals,
is of having a constant intersection angle between consecutive segments. In addition
to that, the whole structure has a radial symmetry. Those two factors together make
each opposite beam intersecting in two perpendicular lines. This arrangement was a
subject of deep reflection from the very beginning because, as will be shown in the
following, fabricability of nodes is one of the major issues in that kind of structure.
The basic shape is a cross, 170x280mm and 20mm thick. It has a circular hollow
in the middle, made to accommodate the stick supporting the spider, showed in figure
13.5.1b. The cross arms can then be cut to fit the required dimensions for each joint.
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The beam joint has been analyzed using ABAQUS, to be sure that even under the
worst conditions, it would not fail. In figure 13.5.2 it is shown that nowhere local stress
exceeds fyd = 338.
(a) Node (b) Node
Figure 13.5.1: Blow up of the cast-iron beam joint and the spider
Figure 13.5.2: Node FEM analysis
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13.6 Foundation
13.6.1 Beam-foundation joint
Both spherical and fully clamped joints were studied. Although the first typology
would reduce the stress transmitted to foundations, the major part is due to the global
moment,
20 beams arrive to the foundation, converging in pairs, therefore resulting in 10
joints. Since forces carried by the joints are all more or less the same, the joints are
designed according to the most solicited one (refer to table 13.7):
• N+ = 997 kN
• N− = −1131 kN
• M1 = 5.3 kNm
• M2 = 3.1 kNm
• V1 = 83 kN
• V2 = 97 kN
Beam end is welded to a circular steel plate, the welding is 8mm thick.
N V My Mt N V My Mt < fyd = 338
nN tVz// N
y ny V// t
Mt
// n
N t
Vy
// N
z nz V// t
Mt
// σ
Y
w,Ed σ
Z
w,Ed
58.9 25.3 19379 17.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 37.1 55555 28.9 0.0 0.0 158.2 314.3
Table 13.5: Welding design for foundation joints, using the highest loads among all
joints
Considering the additional traction caused by moment M1, the maximum load on
the most solicited stud bolt is 186 kN. The plate is 35mm thick, and is anchored with
6Φ20 as shown in figure 13.6.1. The resistances according to NTC08 are as follows
• Fv,Rd = 72.3 kN
• Fb,Rd = 605 kN
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• Ft,Rd = 220 kN
• Bp,Rd = 565 kN
The joint is verified if it satisfies the following inequality:
Fv,Ed
Fv,Rd
+
Ft,Ed
1.4Bp,Rd
= 0.82 ≤ 1
The plate is verified supposing the traction from stud bolts to propagate in a 45°
angle in both directions. The maximum stress found is
σmax =
NRd · a
W
= 271 ≤ 338 N/mm2
13.6.2 Piles
Due to a lack of accurate analysis, the soil is considered as an average on others found
in the historical center of Pisa. It is considered as being composed of clay and cohesive.
Physical properties are found in table 13.6.
γ [kN/m3] w [%] Cc Cuσ′v
20 35 0.30 0.35
Table 13.6: Soil properties
The resultant forces in each of the 10 joints are shown in table 13.7. Those are
derived from the envelope of the load combinations as is prescribed by NTC08 and
Eurocodes (Seismic and ULS). Highest solicitations are caused by the seismic combi-
nation, causing a maximum bending moment Mmax and shear Vmax of
Mmax = 7135 kNm
Vmax = 350 kN
The maximum vertical load transferred to the ground is caused by the ULS combi-
nation
Nmax = −1397 kN
Therefore, a pile foundation was required to deal with such forces on that type of
soil. The foundation chosen is composed by 10 Franki piles of 200mm of diameter and
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an inner steel section 75mm in diameter and 5mm in thickness. Each of those can
resist about 475kN in traction (thanks to the internal steel frame) and about 950kN in
compression. They are cast in site using progressive concrete injection, work typology
AL1.
Shear stress is absorbed laterally by the soil, from the concrete foundation estimat-
ing soil resistance being 0.16 N/mm2:
σh =
Vmax
Sl
=
350
1.3pi · 1.9 = 0.045 ≤ 0.16
Those 10 piles are placed with their centroid on a 1.3m radius circle. The whole
system has a moment of inertia of 16.9m4. Under those load conditions the most
stressed pile takes maximum load of
N+ = +460 kN
N− = −645 kN
The piles have a lateral friction of s = 0.2 N/mm2, the required injection length is
found as
l ≥ N
sAl
=
645
200 · 0.2pi = 5.13m
Injection length is set at l = 6m. For piles to work fine, the distance at which l should
be calculated, starts at 5m under the ground level. Therefore, the overall pile length
is L = 6 + 5 = 11m.
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Joint CaseType StepType F1 F2 F3 M1 M2 M3
Text Text Text KN KN KN KN-m KN-m KN-m
ggGHn335 Seismic Max 83.02 42.37 -1070 8.60 5.27 0.29
ggGHn335 Seismic Min -77.03 -40.42 996 -8.45 -5.45 -0.29
ggGHn336 Seismic Max 63.92 62.42 -919 6.38 7.63 0.30
ggGHn336 Seismic Min -60.13 -57.72 847 -6.06 -7.78 -0.29
ggGHn337 Seismic Max 42.63 96.18 -1131 5.20 9.29 0.23
ggGHn337 Seismic Min -42.71 -89.86 1056 -4.96 -9.31 -0.23
ggGHn338 Seismic Max 60.31 62.07 -921 6.43 7.47 0.13
ggGHn338 Seismic Min -64.10 -57.31 848 -6.16 -7.38 -0.13
ggGHn339 Seismic Max 76.71 42.57 -1071 9.24 5.26 0.22
ggGHn339 Seismic Min -82.64 -40.50 997 -9.10 -5.05 -0.22
ggGHn340 Seismic Max 76.72 40.96 -1071 9.08 5.27 0.23
ggGHn340 Seismic Min -82.65 -43.01 996 -9.24 -5.06 -0.22
ggGHn341 Seismic Max 60.34 57.58 -921 6.16 7.45 0.14
ggGHn341 Seismic Min -64.13 -62.35 849 -6.45 -7.36 -0.14
ggGHn342 Seismic Max 42.52 90.45 -1130 4.99 9.24 0.25
ggGHn342 Seismic Min -42.60 -96.77 1056 -5.24 -9.26 -0.25
ggGHn343 Seismic Max 63.94 57.97 -918 6.07 7.62 0.30
ggGHn343 Seismic Min -60.15 -62.68 846 -6.41 -7.76 -0.31
ggGHn344 Seismic Max 83.03 40.87 -1069 8.44 5.28 0.29
ggGHn344 Seismic Min -77.03 -42.82 995 -8.60 -5.46 -0.30
Table 13.7: Loads on pins
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Figure 13.6.1: Foundation
13.7 Staged construction and maintenance
Erection The construction will be mounted in 11 steps, as shown in picture 13.7.1.
The stem is made of 3 parts, whilst the head in 4 sectors each one composed by 2. The
parts are assembled on the ground, then raised with a crane. The crane will situated in
Via dei Consoli del Mare, where the courtyard has the smallest surrounding building
or, if provided with a more robust one, in the northern square. In case of need, a
centering may be erected to keep still the part being welded.
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Figure 13.7.1: Exploded view of the parts making up the construction
Maintenance In a number of nodes, structural pins are positioned, so that people
working on the roof can use them to secure themselves. Also, steel steps can be fixed
over a number of beams, so to make it easier for workers to walk or stay on the glass
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surface.
Even if the roof is designed to resist snow, as required by NTC08, in case of excessive
snow the plastic cap in the middle can be removed, thus making snow falling through.
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